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1. PURPOSE
The purpose of the software for cluster-based proportion estima-
tion is to provide a standard tool for testing, evaluating, and
predicting the performance of Procedure 1 replacements.
In the Supporting Research Branch of the Earth Observations Divi-
sion there are two projects underway to investigate new techniques
to classify Landsat data for crop inventory purposes. These
projects are based on different philosophies concerning the way
in which an efficient inventory might be conducted. One approach,
which supports the current corn and soybeans project, is to deter-
mine if increasing the number of type 1 dots in Procedure 1 will
decrease the variance of the classifier to the point that machine
classification will provide a more accurate proportion estimate.
The second approach, which supports a longer range effort to arrive
at a replacement for Procedure 1, will study the performance of
various clustering algorithms in combination with various strati-
fied area estimations or cluster-labeling techniques. The attempt
is to determine if unsupervised clustering followed by various pro-
portion estimation strategies (such as cluster labeling or propor-
tion allocation based on dots within clusters) will provide more
efficiently proportion estimates having acceptable accuracy. The
software described in this document is used to evaluate proposed
replacements of Procedure 1 and thus supports the second approach.*
In Procedure 1, dots are labeled by an analyst-interpreter. In
the tests performed by this software system, the computer labels
the dots using ground truth„ Thus, the variability resulting
from the analysts is eliminated. In a normal Procedure 1 opera-
tion, dots are chosen from a grid. In these simulations, dots
are chosen pseudorandomly from clusters. The clusters are formed
This software was developed in the Test and Evaluation Group,
P. J. Aucoin, Jr., Group Leader.
using one of three algorithms. Each pixel of a cluster is equally
likely to be selected as a dot. On the basis of cluster size and
label (or dot label), the proportion estimate of small grain for
the area is then computed and compared with the ground truth
proportion.
The implemented system consists of a total of nine different dot
allocation and labeling schemes. One purpose of implementing 	 i
these schemes is to test them in combination with cluster maps
produced by various clustering algorithms. Currently, three clus-
ter algorithms are being tested: CLASSY, AMOEBA, and ISOCLS. The
objective is to answer the following questions:
a. which dot allocation and labeling scheme is the most effective?
b. Which of the various clustering algorithms is most effective?
c. What are the adverse effects if fewer dots are used?
A way to answer these questions is to study the statistical prop-
erties of the proportion estimates. The system has a built-in
function that allows a user to select a different pseudorandom
sequence for dot allocation. By repeating a dot allocation and
labeling scheme over a reasonably large number of different
pseudorandom sequences, the following statistics may be obtained:
a. The bias, mean squared error (MSE), reduction in MSE, average,
variance, and variance reduction of an estimate with respect
to the ground truth proportion
b. The above statistics as functions of the number of dots
allocated
c. The mean and variance of the number of dots allocated in
cases where this number varies
Another purpose of this software is to provide a basic library
of routines to be used to construct new dot allocation and label-
ing schemes for future testing.
To interpret and analyze the proportion estimates is beyond the
scope of this document. The specification, however, does estab-





The system contains 11 independent programs (2 for conversions
and 9 for dot allocation and labeling) and 1 utility subroutines
package. These programs are written to be executed in an inter-
active environment on the PDP 11/45 image or support processor.
However, batch versions are available. (A descriFtion of the
hardware used is outside the scope of this document.) Table 2-1
lists the independent programs as they are named in their Fortran
source files and in the executable task files.
I
2.1 CONVERSION PROGRAMS
Two conversion programs have been implemented: one for converting
or stripping the available cluster map file, the other for the
ground truth map file. The acceptable format of input files is
Landsat Universal format, Fortran readable and sequentially
accessible. The outputs are "stripped" files, Fortran readable
and directly accessible. The stripped files are more efficient
to access becaus.- they are only about half the size of their
parent files and the direct access operation skips unnecessary
disk inputs and outputs (I/O's). The name convention is as
follows:
a. For cluster maps, the file element is replaced by "STP"
(stripped). For example, cluster map file, 100319101.DT2
is stripped to 100519101.STP.
b. For ground truth map files, only the first four characters
are used. The file element is replaced by "STP." For















TABLE 2-l.--SOFTWARE FOR CLUSTER-BASED PROPORTION ESTIMATION
Comment
To "strip" down a ground truth map file




Bayesian dot allocation (uniform prior)







Bayesian dot allocation (uniform prior),
majority rule labeling





















Not in original job order; added as requested.
2.2 DOT ALLOCATION AND LABELING PROGRAMS
There are nine i,idependent programs representing nine different
dot allocation and labeling schemes. These programs have a simi-
lar logic flow, accept this same input format, produce the same
output format, and use the same utility subroutines package. A
typical program consists of the following:
1. Interactive input of job parameters
2. Repetition capability to compute the statistics of a propor-
tion estimate
3. Intermediate summary or grand summary or both
4. Resetting the pseudorandom number generator to any desired
starting point
5. Optional detailed dot files
6. Optional status messages at the terminal
The available dot allocation and labeling schemes are listed in
the Comment column of table 2-1..
2.3 UTILITY SUBROUTINES PACKAGE
A package consisting of utility subroutines for handling disk
read, dot generation, and other basic operations is implemented.
Table 2-2 lists the subroutines available. Reading the cluster
map from its disk file is handled by subroutine CLMPCS (cluster
map cluster sizes) and its other entry points CLMPXY (cluster
map position — x,y) and CI.MPLC (cluster map size -- lines,
columns:). Reading the ground truth map from its disk file is
handled by subroutine GTMPLB (ground truth map label). The selec-
tion of a dot and associates; bookkeeping is done by subroutine
GETDOT. The subroutine MR (majority rule) finds a majority Labe;
on a first-come-first-assigned basis. The subroutine LBLITP
(label interpretation) interprets a given label and increments
a counter if the label is a small grain.
^v
TABLE 2-2.— CONTENT OF THE UTILITY SUBROUTINES PACKAGE
Subroutine Entry Usage Comment
CLMPCS Reads the cluster map, counts the total Must be
number of pixels, counts the number of called
clusters, counts how many pixels each before
cluster has, stores types of clusters. calling
Internally, sets up a tables	 number of CLXPXY
pixels as a function of line number and
cluster number.
CLMPXY Returns the line and column number of a
given dot in any cluster using the
internal table set up previously.




GETDOT Chooses pseudorandomly with equal proba-
bility a pixel from a cluster and assigns
it as a dot.	 A dot array containing pre-
viously generated dots is consulted in
order to avoid double selection. 	 Updates
the dot array.
RANST Sets the starting point of the pseudoran-
(random dom sequftnce.
start)
GTMPLB Returns the ground truth label of a pixel
given its line and column position.
MR Returns a majority label for a group of
labels.
LBLITP Interprets a given label as small grain or
other.	 Increments a counter if the label
is small grain.
7
2.4 ORGANIZATION OF DOCUMENTATION
Each of the following sections (3-14) discusses one of the soft-
ware components. The discussion begins with a description of the
program, including its purpose and structure. This is followed
by the program's linkage, interfaces, inputs, and outputs. A
brief form of the algorithm is included, as is a flow chart. The
section concludes with the listing of the program. Subprograms
of the 10 programs having them are discussed in appendixes A-J.
2.5 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
An applicable document is the requirements, which were informally
transmitted under TIRF 79-0009, March 1979.
3. A81: TO STRIP A GROUND TRUTH MAP
3.1 DESCRIPTION
This program converts the file format of a ground truth map to a
form that permits faster data access. Several properties of the
ground truth map are assumed: single channel, size 351 lines
and 392 columns, written in Landsat Universal format, Fortran
readable by sequential access.
The output is a stripped ground truth map file that is Fortran
readable by direct access. It contains no header record, and
only 117 data records. Each record contains only 196 bytes.
The conversion results in a reduction to one-third the number of
lines and one-half the number of columns. The 6-to-1 pixel reduc-
tion is based on a first-come-first-assigned majority rule. The
lack of a header record and trailing zero-filled bytes make the
output file much smaller, about 8-percent the size of the input
ground truth map file.
3.2 LINKAGE





The following should be entered at the terminal by the user




	 Format	 input	 value




The following disk file is needed: the ground truth map file.
3.5 OUTPUTS
This program echoes the input specifications and outputs status
messages.
A disk file (named with the first four characters of the input
file name followed by .STP) is generated to contain the stripped
ground truth map.
3.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: TO STRIP A GROUND TRUTH MAP
1. Read ground truth map file name; if "STOP" is read, program
stops.
2. Open the ground truth map file and the output file.
3. Repeat a through d for LINE = 1 to 117:
a. Read three lines from ground truth map into a buffer.
Sequential access.
b. For K = 1 to 196, do (1) and (2) :
(1) Extract the pixels (i, j);  i = 1, 2, 3;






(2) Call MR6 to compute the majority label for the
six pixels.
c. Write on output file the 196 majority labels. Direct
access.
d. If line count reaches a certain number, output: a status
message.
4. Write a job-ending message.
5. Close both input and output files.




C----- PROGRAM NAM, Ai0. FTN (ABI . TSK) .
C-•------ CONVERTS GROUND TRUTH IMAGE (IN DISK FILE) OF
C----- SIZE 3S1 LINES BY 392 CGLU'N yS TO LACIE PVT
C------ SIZE 117 LINES BY 196 COLUMNS. MAJORITY RULE IS
C----- USED FOR EACH GROUP OF 6 SUSP I XELS .













201 FORMAT(' PROGRAM sA10(A81.TSK). TO REDUCE GROUND TRUTH '/
*	 ' RESOLUTI(?N. OUTPUT IN STRIPPED FORMAT'/
TYPE GROUND TRUTH F I L.E NAME'/





203 FORMAT(/' GROLHD TRUTH FILE I" ' ,13A1, /




































TF(M0D(L ► K5).EG) .0) WRITE(8,2?S)L.(NGT(K).K=1.8)
PPS	 FORMAT(I5,' LINES WRITTEN 11N ', 8A1)
231	 CONT I NIJE
ORIGINAL Pk a, :r 13
'v





RMOOUCii t:o 'y OF TifORIGIN, PAGE IS POOR
C
WRI1'E(8, 3S1 )NLINE,14COL+ (NGT(I() K- It 10)
3S1
	 FORMA V' STRIPPED h ;4P OF SIZE',I4,' LINES B1",I4,' COLS'
*	 ' PRODUCED INI
%
	
	 ' NEXT GROUND TRUTH MAr PLEASE. TO STOP, JUST TYPE STOP')




'3401	 WRITE ( 8,911)





C--- JG (DIM 6) CONTAINS 6 G.T.  SUBF I XELS








.rr( i )=I,. r .71 >
I_G(Ji)=1
Z:
C-- - COUNT SUBP I XELS HA'JE I NG NAME LABELS
DO 2S1 I=2,6
DO 221 J=1„Ji
























4. A86: TO STRIP A CLUSTER MAP
4.1 DESCRIPTION
This program converts the file format of a cluster map to a form
that permits faster data access. Several properties of the cluster
map are assumed: single channel, size 117 lines and 196 columns,
written in Landsat Universal format, Fortran readable by sequential
access.
The output is a stripped cluster map file that is Fortran readable
by direct access. It contains no header record, and only 117 data
records. Each record contains only 196 bytes, corresponding to
the 196 pixels of a line.
The lack of a header record and trailing zero-filled bytes make







Fortran-formatted input of the following parameter is needed:
Card
or	 Default	 Default
line	 Parameters	 Format	 input	 value





The following disk file is nesdeds the cluster map file.
4.5 OUTPUTS
This program echoes the input specifications and outputs status
messages.
A disk file (named with the first four characters of the input
file name followed by .STP) is generated to contain the stripped
cluster map.
4.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: TO STRIP A CLUSTER MAP
1. Read cluster map file names if "STOP" is read, program stops.
2. Open the cluster map file and the output file.
3. Repeat a through c for LINE - 1 to 117:
a. Read from cluster map the appropriate number of bytes
into a buffer. Sequential access.
b. Write on output file the just read bytes. Direct access.
c. If line count reaches a certain number, output a status
message.
4. Write a job-ending message.
5. Close both input and output files.
6. Go back to 1.
1Lyr^ 
OF THE
a^'^DUC^ C^^ XS4.7 LISTING	 p^R^^^^^Ati
C_	 PROGRAM All.FTH (A]6.TSK)
C--- ,-- TO STRIP A CLUSTER MAP IN UNI IER5AL FORMT OF SIZE
C ----- 117 L I NF a BY 196 COLS.
C- ----- OUTPUT IS A FORTRAN D I REC'r ACCE55 I ElLE FILE WITH Ii0 HEADER
C------ RECORD NAME AS *. STP (I.E. SAME F ILEriAME BUT MUST HAVEC. __..._._ FILE  ELEMENT AS . STP ( STANDS FUR STRIPPED ) .
C
BYTE JX,NSTOP, NAIlE(17),NGT(17), JJ(400)9LL(400)
EQU I UAL. E14CE (JJ (7;3) , LL )





121 FORMAT(' PROGRAM All (A8C . TSY) . TO -STRIP A CLUSTER MAP FILE






131 NOT (K) • NAI1E (K)
L'




NWOrD- (NCO' .-1)/4 +1
OPEN C UN I T- 3 , ,IAME- hiGT , ACCESS- 'DIRECT' ,
RECORDS IZE-NWORD.MAXREC=NLINE,
TYPE-'NEW' , FORM ='
 Lk4FORMOTTE D' )
READ (2) J),
K1 n NCOL+'72





C51 FORr1A)T(I^^.'	 LINES WFITTEN ON ' .:tTH1)
1 CO IT I rluE
WFITE(3,3S1 )NLIrIL.NCOL_,HGT
mil FORIIAT('	 STRIPPED HAP OF SIZE' . I4, ' 	 LItiFS EY' . I4, '	 COLS' .
'	 PRODUCED	 Ili ' , 171;1,
' NEXT CL.LISTER MAP PLEASE.







ni n N (5-1)
5. A82: PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATIONDOT
P
5.1 DESCRIPTION
Implemented in this piece of software is a scheme in which dot
allocation is proportional and labeling is direct from ground
truth.
•	 Dots are selected from each cluster in a pseudorandom fashion with
equal probability. The number of dots selected from cluster i
is given by
where n = total number of dots to be allocated to the entire
scene
Ni = number of pixels in cluster i
N	 total number of pixels in the entire scene
The equation for the proportion estimate of small grain is
A _ m xi Ni
Psg - Xl ni N
where m = total number of clusters
xi
 = number of dots labeled as small grain
(notice xi < ni)
The algorithm for proportional dot allocation includes the fol-
lowing strategies:
a. If a cluster is too small to receive at least one dot, then
this cluster is grouped with other small clusters at the end
of the selection process. The number of dots for this mix-
ture: cluster is computed according to equation (1).
(	 17
b. Since the right-hand side of equation (1) may be a fraction
but the number of dots must be an integer, a rounding-off
operation is applied to ni.
i
c. Because all n  are rounded off to the nearest integer, En 
may not be equal to n, the total number of dots to be allo-
cated to the entire scene. To correct for this, dots will
be added to or subtracted from the clusters, starting with
the clusters that have the most dots.
This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schemes, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom sequences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. An intermediate summary is printed.
Furthermore, the program permits entry of several values of n,
the total number of dots to be allocated, at the job initializa-
tion stage. A grand summary is produced.
5.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines such
as SQRT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described
in section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function required
MAIN	 SAE, GETDQT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP





Interface with other routines is through the eo=wn block PRTFLG
(print flag - 2 bytes) t which is used to control the optional
printing of dot files and other information.
5.4 INPUTS






1 Cluster map file name A13 None
2 a.	 Number of repetitions I3 0 or blank 1
b.	 Starting point of first I5 0 or blank 10
pseudorandom sequence
c.	 Number of repetition I3 0 or blank 5
printings
3 a.	 Number of "total number I3 None
of dots"
b.	 1st total number of dots 13 None
c.	 2nd total number of dots 13 None
r.	 17th total number of dots 13 None
4 Number of status messages on I3 0 or blank NO MSG
terminal
'	 Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should














Ground truth small-grain proportion
A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name codas, cluster sizes, and
number of dots assigned
A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, and their ground truth
labels
Processor header
A table showing the estime..Le and bias
of each repetition




2. A table showing bias, MSE, reduction
in MSE, average, variance, and vari-
ance reduction as functions of total
number of dots
5.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR PROPORTIONAL DOT ALLOCATION AND
DIRECT LABELING
1. Type massages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
e	 -	 -
3. For each total number of dotr specified, repeat a and bt
a. Repeat (1) through (5) until all repetitions are finished:
(1) bat starting point of the pseudorandom number
generator.
(Z) Determine each cluster's dot allocation (proportional).
(3) Seleft data from the clusters.
_	 (4) Pick up small-grain labels.
(5) Compute the proportion estimate.
b. Compute bias, KSS, reduction in X88, average, variance,
and variance reduction, and print an intermediate summary.
4. Print a grand summary.
&^ ;
Apes the lrouad troth emu
file MM _mute small Grain
Proportion from it
Open the {teeter map file
0000 Te6not , M?
_/
No
I	 #spat for ail TOTWTa
	 1






tt;;te the IM to Start
"woors" m Rue"
Print intermediate skaftry








that Sneuld r, •itoa trr
ach clator	
._ r
Che{a tlester tiro Ond
raw small {tester$ t0





+awl ♦ t itDOTt
he
Add er tobtra{t dots













, .C--- PRO8 W A01 (AB2. TSK) i PROPCIRTION ESTi MRTE OF SILL MINO____, USING PROPORTIONAL DDT ALLOCATION










C----- READING INPUT FROM TERMINAL
C
WRITE(89121)
121	 FORMAT( ' PROGRAM, 1201(A82.TSK).'
	
*	 /' PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAIN'
	
K	 /' DOT ALLOCATION IS PROPORTIONAL.'
LABELLING IS DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'












131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDORANDOM DOTS IS A REPETITTON RUN'
	
*	 /' HOW MANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SEQ?'
	* 	 /' HOW MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL. RUNS?'
	
*	 /' III IIIII III')
READ(7,132)JV,JSEED,JPAGE







141 FORPIAT( YOU MAY SPECIFY MORE THAN ONE TOTAL DOT NO. (TOTDOT)'
	
*	 FOR THE RUNS'/' HOW MANY TOTDOT S? INPUT THE TOTDOT S.'
	
:k	 .`, iEi (1X, 'III ') )
READ(7,142)V4T,(NDT(K)vK-1,NT)
142	 FORMAT( 10(I3,iX) )
C
WRI'TE(e,1S1)





181	 FORMAT(//' CLUSTER FILE GIVEN - 1,13A1,
NO. OF REPETITION RUNS FOR EACH TOTDOT -1,I:3,
THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED - ',I6,
	
*	 I 40. OF TOTDOT S SPEC I F I ED	 ' , 12,
f '. THEY ARE ? ',/,2X,17I4 )
C




ACCESS m I D I RECT' )










P-F OAT (I P) /NL 1 NE/NC01.












I F (JFLAG . EQ--1) 11P I TE (6 321) NAME, P
:321
	 FORMAT (' 1' , 10X, 'ACCURACY ACCESSE LENT SOFTWARE (4--2S-79) ' , /, 25(,
'PROGRAM A01 (AB2.TSK)t ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAINS PROPORTION'
/,1SX,'D01' ALLOCATIRItPROPORTIONPL,'
/.ISX,'DOT LABELLING t DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'
//,10X,' iNPUT CLUSTER MAP IS FILE ',15fl1,
/,lox,' PROFORTIONAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND 'TRUTH IS',FS.S)
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(69322)J,JSEED
322 FrJPMT(/,2X.' --- REPETITION RUN=',I:3,





323	 FORMAT(' TOTDOT=',I3,' REPETITION RUN-',13,' SEED=',I6,
' ESTIMATE=', F8.S)
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,324)NDT(K),PSG(J)




334 FORMAT(./' --- SUMMARY OF REPETITION RUNS FOR TOTDOT NO.
	 14-
#	 'REPETITION PSEDUO SEQ SMALL GRAIN BIAS',/,10X,
RUN	 SEED	 ESTIMATE WRT G.T.')

















C---- - COMPUTE VARIANCE rEDUCT I O d
RR(K)=PM(K)/( P*(1.-•P)/'[ADTrE) )
RED'JAR=VAR/ ( P* (1. -P) /NL)1 (F) )
WRITE (6 , 357) PB (Y) , PM (K) , RR (k:) , A^)ERG , !JAI, , REDt.IAR
:;57
	 FORMAT(/'	 BIAS=',F10.6, 	 11.S.E.-',F10.6,' REDiJCTION=',F10.6,
/' AVERAGE ,F10.6,' VARIANf:E=' ,F'1C1 .6,' REfrUCTION-' ,Fl0. -,)
3(3I CONTINUE
PRINT GRAND SUMMARY FOF THIS JOB
WPITE(6,221)NAME,P
IJRI'TE(6, j71 )NT, Jt)
OF po()N 
Lf^iY'
371' Ff?RMRT C's 14X, ' --- GR1*4D q tIMARY OF TH I S JOB __.. +
/,15X, ' NO. OF DIFFERENT TOT'DOT S -' , 13,








IF(JV.GT.1) VAR- (PM(K)--PB(K) 	 )*JV/(JV-1)
REDVAR-VAR/( P*(1.-P)/NDT(K) )
391	 WRITE(6,382)NDT(K),PB(K),PM(K),RR(K),AVERG.VAR,REI),'AR










C----- STRATIFIED AREAL ESTIMATION USING PROPORTIONAL DOT ALLOCATION.
C----- GIVEN ANY T'OTOAL NO. OF DOTS IN NDOT, PROGRAM WILL RETURN
C------ THE PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE IN PSG. NOTICE THE FOLLC>41ING FEATURES=
C----- (1) ALTHOUGH DOTS ARE ALLOCATED PROPORTIONAL TO CLUSTER SIZES,
C------	 ACTUAL NO. OF DOTS ARE RU" OFF. THOSE CLUSTERS GE'T LESS
C----•--	 THAN ONE DOT ARE GROUPED TOGETHER AND DOT'S ARE REPLI.00ATED
C------	 TO THIS EXTRA CLUSTER. AFTER THIS, DEDUCT FROM OR ADD DOTS
C-----	 TO LARGEST CLUSTERS TO MAKE FINAL NO. OF DOTS ALLOCATED
C-----	 Eft- TO NO. OF HOTS DESIRED (NDOT).
C----•-•- (2) THE RANDOM NO. GENERATOR CAN BE SET TO Atli' STARTING POINT
C-----	 BY CALL FANST(ISTART). DOT GENERATION WILL BE USING
C------	 THE ISTART TH RANDOM NUMBER.
C-----	 IF NO CAt.L TO RANST IS MADE, RANDOM GENERATOR ALWAYS STARTS
C-----	 FROM J1 .0 AND J2-0.
r_









IF(NDOT.GT .200) GOTO 911
C
C------ GET PIXEL CQU4T FOR EACH CLUSTER
IF(NST„RT.NE.0) GOTO IRI
NSTART•=1




C----- DETERMINE NO. OF IOTS FOR EACH CLUSTER
r_




NN (K) -FI_DAT (NDOT) *MM (K) ,,'NP I XEL+0.5
K1YK1•^NN(K)
C	 WRITE(6,991E-AI)K,NPIXEL,MM(K),N,rLK)
99101 FORMAT(' K, NP f XEL-' , 2I4, " r1Ni, Nr4-' , 2I4 )
?11	 C(NITINJE
^a
1,1Y4.r )UCIisiL,ITY OF THE
r--- 04M AND GROUP THOSE CLUSTERS GETTING NO DOT ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
K2,a
K3-^







C----- CREATE AN EXTRA CLUSTER AND AS THE (M+1) TH CLUSTEP.
IF(K2.EU.0) GOTO 231




141 (MY) - K
2.1-K1+K
231 CONT I NUE
C
C







C-•---- ADD TO OR DEDUCT FROM LSWGr CLUSTERS TO
^_---- MAKE NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED EQUFL. TO THE SPECIFIED
K1.=IABS(NDOT-K1)
L-d










2S2	 IF(NN(K).LE.ITEMP) GOTO 261










C----- WRITE CLUSTER INFORMATION
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITR(6,282)NDOT,NPIXEL,MX
2e2 FORMAT(//,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OF DOTS AVAILABLE =',I6,
/,SX,' TOTAL 1 ,40. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER MAP =',I6.
/"SW
	 TOTAL NO. OF CLUSTERS =',IG,
*	 ',10X,' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF NO. OF DOTS'
* /,lox. ,	NO.	 CODE P I XELS
	
ASS I Gr-JED' )
DO 293 K-1,MX
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) 1;P,ITE(6,28A)K.,LL(K),F1M(K),t^N(K.)













0.0 WRITE(6 ►286)MX9 (NDARY(K) ► Km1 ► KX)
L THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROLM (AS Ly_JSTER•.I3,
).ARE ► '. 3(/,16(I3+'+')) )
cPW CO(T I NUE



















	 FOR EACH CLUSTER, FIND LINE AND COL NO. OF EACH ASSIGNED DOTS"
IF(JFLAG.E0.1) WRITE(6,295)
295 FORMAT(//'	 --- DOT FILE ---'
*	 /' CLUSTER	 DOT NUMBER POSITIOIN GROUND TRUTIJ LABEL'










C—° -- TO TEST FOR THE EXTRA CLUSTER
IF(K.LE.M) GOTO 311
C----•--- F .G. TO GET CORRECT LABEL. FOR THE EXTRA CLUSTER
DO 305 J-1,M
IF(NN(J).NE.0) COTO 305




















^2 FORMAT(' YOU HAVE',I3,' TOO MANY CLUSTERS(MAX-50)')
GOTO 990
911	 WRITE(6- 912)NDOT






ni = nN (6-1)
6. A83: PROPORTIONAL DOT ALLOCATION, MAJORITY RULE LABELING
6.1 DESCRIPTION
Implemented in this piece of software is a scheme in which dot
allocation is proportional and labeling is by ground truth using
majority rule.
Dots are selected from each cluster in a pseudorandom fashion
with equal probability. The number of dots selected from a
cluster i is given by
where n = total number of dots to be allocated to the entire
scene
Ni = number of pixels in cluster i
N	 total number of pixels in the entire scene
For each cluster, all the dot labels are compared, then the
cluster is labeled using majority rule.
The equation for the proportion estimate of small grain is
N.




The algorithm for proportional allocation includes the following
strategies:
a. If a cluster is too small to receive at least one dot, then
this cluster is grouped with other small clusters at the end
of the selection process. The number of dots for this mix-




b. Since the right-hand side of equation (1) may be a fraction
but the number of dots must be an integer, a rounding-off
operation is applied to ni.
c. Because all n  are rounded off to the nearest integer, En 
may not be equal to n, the total number of dots to be allo-
cated to the entire scene. To correct for this, dots will
be added to or subtracted from the clusters, starting with
the clusters that have the most dots.
This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schemes, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom sequences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. An intermediate summary is printed.
Furthermore, the program permits entry of several values of n,
the total number of dots to be allocated, at the job initializa-
tion stage. A grand summary is produced.
6.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines such
as SORT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described
in section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function required
MAIN	 SAEMR, GETDOT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP





Interface with other routines is through the common block PRTFLG
(2 bytes, which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
v	
6.4 INPUTS
Fortran-formatted input of the following parameters is needed:
Card
or Default Default
line Parameters Format input value -
1 Cluster map file name A13 None
2 a.	 Number of repetitions 13 0 or blank 1
b.	 Starting point of first I5 0 or blank 10
pseudorandom sequence
c.	 Number of repetition I3 0 or blank 5
printings
3 a.	 Number of "total number I3 None
of dots"
b.	 1st total number of dots I3 None
c.	 2nd total number 3f dots I3 None
r.	 17th total number of dots I3 None
4 Number of status messages on I3 0 or blank NO MSG
terminal
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should
have been created by conversion programs A81 and A86.
6.5	 OUTPUTS
In addition to the normal echo'of input specifications and status
messages on the terminal, the following will be output on a line
printer.
Report Contents
Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportion
3. A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name odes, cluster sizes,
and number of dots assigned
4. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, and their ground truth
labels
5. A table showing the majority labels
for the clusters
Intermediate summary 1. Processor header
2. A table showing the estimate and bias
of each repetition
3. Bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average,
variance, variance reduction
Grand summary 1. Processor header
2. A table showing bias, MSE, reduction
in MSE, average, variance, and vari-
ance reduction as functions of total
number of dots
I6.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR PROPORTIONAL DOT ALLOCATION AND
MAJORITY RULE LABELING
1. Type messages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. For each total number of dots specified, repeat a and b:
a. Repeat (1) through (6) until all repetitions are finished:
(1) Set starting point of the pseudorandom number
generator.
(2) Determine each cluster's dot allocation (proportional).
(3) Select dots from the clusters.
(4) Pick up small-grain labels.
(5) Find the majority label for each cluster.
(6) Compute the proportion estimate according to (5).
b. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average, variance,
and variance reduction, and print an intermediate summary.
4. Print a grand summary.
8J
Open the ground trot" Ou
fill and Compete lull





OPen the cluster MAP file
ib









Call SAVO Determine number of dots
Cemputs proportion astimate that should be allocated
(allocation:	 proportional) to each cluster(labeling:	 majority rule)
Check cluster sites and
Update the seed to start group small clusters to










Add or subtract dots
Stop
a





















C- °- PROGRAM ADS (A83. TSK) i PROPOVITON EST IMATE OF SMALL ORAI N
e	 DOT ALLOCATION I5 PROPORTIONAL











C----- READING INPUT FROM TERMINAL
C
WRITE(8.121.1
121 FORMAT t PROGRAM S AN (AB3. TSX) . '
PROPORT I ONAL ESTIMATION OF SMAt_ GRAIN'
3 + DOT ALLOCATION IS PROPORTIONAL..'
/ • LABELL I NG I S MAJOR I TY RULE FROM GROUND IWTH. '
/ t I NPUT (LUSTER MAP F I LV AME' /'
	 ' )
READ C? ,1221 (NAI1E(K),K-1+13)
122 FORMAT (13Ai)
00 12S K-1,4
125 NGT ( K)-NAME(K)
C
WPITE(8,131)
131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSWJDORAfiDOM MITS IS A REPETITION RLA`i
*	 = ' Faf MANYREPFT I T I ON KfAS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SM?'
HOW MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL RtM?'
^/' III IIiIi 11I')
READ (7,13P)JV,JSLED,JPAGE
132	 FOF.MAT(13, 1X,15. 1X,13)






141 F'OFMAT t • VO U MAY SPECIFY MORE THAN ONE TOTAL DOT NO. (TO TROT) '
x	 . 1 FOR THE RUNS' e" HOW MAW TOTDUT 5" INPUT THE TOTiXOT S.'
/. 18(iX.' I I I') )
READ(79142)NT,(NDT(K),K-i,NT)
142	 FORMAT( 18(I3,IX) >
C
WRITE(8.1S1)
iS1 FORMAT(' STATUS MESSAGES ON M-11INAL. HOW tU4Y? • /' I I I')
READ('.1S2)NMES
152	 FURt1AT t 13)
C
WRITE( 8,181 ) ( NAM 00,K-1.13 ).JV.JSEF.T).NT.(NDT(K),K 1.^, )
101	 FORMAT(//' CLUSTER FILE GIUgN - ',1 3A1
NO. OF REPF,TITION RUNS FOR EACH TOTDOT -'.I3,
*	 THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STAV,S WITH SLED - '.15,
*	 NO. OF TATDOT S SPECIFIED
'. THEY ARE'',/,2{,1714 )
C
C----- COMPUTE PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH
NLINE-117
NCOL-1 SS
OPEN (UNIT*2, NFM-t*T, TYPE -'OLD',READOrLY.FLIPI-'UNFORMATTED',
ACCESS-'DIRELT')
DO 231 L-1,NLINE
DO 321 K-1, NcLL
(:ALL. GTMPLS (L . K, LABEL )
CALL I-SLITP(L.ABF.I_,LB , IP)
J^
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE





P= FLOAT ( IP)/tLIi,E.-VCOL
C
OPEN (UN IT= I.NAME=NAME, TYPE- I OLD I , FORM- ' UNFORMATTED ',
* READONLY,ACCESS='DIRECT')
C HLI_ CLMPLC (NL I NE , NCOL )
C








321	 FORI r . (' 1' . 10.;. ' ACCURAC:Y ACCESSEMENT SOFTWARE (4-26—'79 )'
* W ' ,":'.PROGRAM A08n ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAINS PROPORTION'
, 115X, 1 DOT ALLOCATION:PROPORTIONAL,'
*	 /,iSX,'DOT LABELLING:MAJORITY RULE BY GROUND TRUTH.,
./.10X,' INPUT CLUSTER MAP IS FILE ',1SA1,
*	 1,10X,' PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH IS1,F8.5)
IF(JFLAG.E0.1) WRITE(6,322)J,JSEED
322 FORMAT(i,rX,' --- REPETITION RUN-',13,





323	 FORMAT(' TF3TDOT = ',I3,' REPETITION RUN=1 ,I3,' SEED=',I6,
*	 ' FIST I P1ATE=' , F8. S )
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6p324)NDT(K),PSG(J)





:334 FORMAT(/' --- SUMM(AFY OF REPETITION RUNS FOP TOTDOT NO.-'.I4.
'REPETITION PSEDUO SEQ SMALL GRAIN BIAS' ,f110X1
RUN	 SEED	 ESTIMATE WRT G.T.')




TEMP = PSG (J) —P
PB(K)=PB(K) +TEMF'









r_----- COMPUTE VARIANCE: REDUCTION
RR(K)=PM(K),1( P*(1.—P)/NDT(K) l
REDVAR. =(JAR:' ( P. (1. —P) i NDT (K) )
WRITE(6,3S7)PB(K),PM(K),RR(E).AJERG,l1AR,FEDVAR
3S7	 FORMAT(/'	 BIAS=',F10.6,'	 M.S.E.=',F10.6,' REDUCTION-',F10.6,
” AVERAGE =1 ,F10.6," VARIANCE = ', F10.6,' F.EDUCTION-',F10.6)
:361	 CONTINUE
C




371 FORMnT(/,14X,' -•--- GRAND SUMMARY OF THIS JOB ---',
	
*	 /,1SX,' NO. OF DIFFERENT TOTDO'f S =',I39











301 WRITE (6,382 )NDT(K) , PB(K),PM ( K),RR(K) , AVERG , VAR,REDVAR










iUBROUT 1 NE SAEMR (NDOT, PSG )
^.- -- STRATIFIED AREAL ESTIMATION USING PROPORTIONAL DOT ALLOCATION,
C----- AND MAJORITY LABELLING BY GROUND TRUTH.
C--•---- GIVEN ANY TOTOAL NO. OF DOTS IN NDOT, PROGRAM WILL RETURN
C----- THE PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE IN PSG. NOTICE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES,
C----- (1) ALTHOUGH DOTS ARE ALLOCATED PROPORTIONAL. TO CLUSTER SIZES,
	
C-----	 ACTUrL NO. OF DOTS ARE RAID OFF. THOSE CLUSTERS GET LESS
	
r
-----	 THAN ONE DOT ARE GROUPED TOGETHER AND DOTS ARE REALLOCATED
	
C•-----	 TO THIS EXTRA CLUSTER. AFTER THIS, DEDUCT FROM OR ADD DOTS
	
C-----	 TO LARGEST CLUSTERS TO MAKE FINAL NO. OF DOTS ALLOCATED
	
C-----	 EQUAL TO NO. OF NOTS DESIRED (NDOT).
C----- (2) THE RANDOM NO. GENERATOR CAN BE SET TO ANY STARTING POINT
	
C--•----	 BY CALL RANST (I START) . DOT GENERATION WILL BE USING
	
C-----	 THE ISTART TH RANDOM NUMBER.
	
C-----	 IF NO CALL TO RANST IS MADE, RANDOM GENERATOR ALWAYS STARTS
	
C----	 FROM J1-0 AND J2,0.
C



















C----- DETERMINE NO. OF DOTS FOR EACH CLUSTER
C































ORIGINAL PAGE IS p(N)p,
 























ADD TO OR DEUCT FROM LARGE CLUSTERS TO





















CONT I N UE
- WRITE CLUSTER INFORMATION
IF(JFLAG.E0.1) WRITE(6,282)NDOT,NPIXEL,MX
	
FOP.MAT(//OSX 9	 TOTAL NO. OF DOTS AUAILABLE n ',I6,
	
*	 /,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER MAY -',I6,
	
SX,'	 TOTAL NO. 07 CLUSTERS =',I6,
/,10X,' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF NO. OF DOTS'













FLIRMAT(/'L THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED (AS CLUSTER',I3,










C----- END OF F ROPORT I UNAL DOT ALLOC I AT I ON
C
C









 FOR EACH CLUSTER, F I Nn LINE  AND COL 1 140. OF EACH ASS I ONED DOTS
IF(JFLPG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,295)
2% FORMAT(//' 	
--- DOT FILE -- '
CLUSTER	 DOT NUMBER POSITION GROUND TRUTH LABEL'










C----- TO TEST FOR THE EXTRA CLUSTER
IF(K.LE.M) GOTO 311
C---- AL.u. TO GET CORRECT LBL(ND) FOR THE EXTRA CLUSTER
DO 30S Jt1,M
IF(NN(J).NE.0) GOTO 305
IF(K3.LE.MM (J)) GOTO 307















C----- COMPU*jE MAJORIfY LABEL FOR EACH CLUSTEk
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) INIRITE(6,421)
421 FORMAT (iis' MAJORITY LABELLING RULE BY GROUND TRUTH









IF'(JFL"tG.E0.1) WR!TE(6,451)K,J)., LABEL, LB1.






902 FnFMAT(' YOU HAVE', 13,' TOO MA14Y CLUSTERS (MAX -50)')
GOTO 990
'311	 WRITE(6,912)NDOT






7. A84: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION (UNIFORM PRIOR)
7.1 DESCRIPTION
Implemented in this piece of software is scheme in which dot
allocation is sequentially Bayesian and labeling is direct from
ground truth.
In the Bayesian dot allocation scheme, dots are allocated sequen-
tially to those clusters that may reduce the variance of the seg-
ment proportion estimate the most. In order to do this, we must
first compute the expected change in variance, Aa 2 , for each
cluster. The expected change in variance for cluster i is
defined as




Ni 1	 i -	 i	 i	 (xi + 1)(ni - xi + 1)
/ (ni 	1)ni (ni + 2) (n i + 3)
(7-1)
where N i = number of pixels in cluster i
N = total number of pixels in the entire scene
n  = number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
xi = number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
which are labeled as small grain
(notice xi - ni)
Next, a dot is allocated to the cluster whose Aai2 is the largest.
Then, for this chosen cluster, n  is updated to n  + 1. That
dot's label is read from the ground truth file. If the label is
small grain, xi is updated to x i + 1. After :his, the segment




1N1) Pi (1 - Pi) n. l=am	 (7-2)
	
i=1	 i
where m = total number of clusters
xi +1
P. nnT+ 2 (7-3)
This 0 2 is printed and the above allocation scheme is repeated
until the number of dots allocated reaches a value specified by
the user.
The proportion estimate is computed as
MPsg
1
This scheme, like other allocation
repeated with different pseudorandi
resets the random number generator
for each repetition.
xi Ni
nl N	 (7-4 )
and labeling schemes, may be
= sequences. The main program
to a different starting point
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. A grand summary is printed.
7.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines such
as SQRT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described
in section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function required
MAIN	 SAEB1, GETDOT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP




Interface with other routines is through the common block PRTFLG
(2 bytes), which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
7.4 INPUTS
Fortran-formatted input of the following parameters is needed:
Card
or Default Default
line Parameters Format input value
1 Cluster map file name A13 None
2 a.	 Number of repetitions I3 0 or blank 1
b.	 Starting point of first 15 0 or blank 10
pseudorandom sequence
c.	 Number of repetition 13 0 or blank 5
printings
3 a.	 Maximum number of dots I3 None
that can be allocated
b.	 Number of dots initially I3 None
assigned to each cluster
4 Number of status messages on I3 0 or blank NO MSG
terminal
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should
have been created by conversion programs A81 and A86.
11S
7.5 OUTPUTS
In addition to the normal echo of input specifications and status




Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportion
3. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, their ground truth labels,
segment variance, and proportion
estimate
4. A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name codes, cluster sizes,
and number of dots assigned
	
Grand summary	 1. Processor header
2. A table showing bias, MSE, reduction
in MSE, average, variance, and vari-
ance reduction as functions of number
of dots
7.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(UNIFORM PRIOR)
1. Type messages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. Repeat a through g until all repetitions are finished:
a. Set starting point of the pseudorandom number generator.
b. Clear a dot counter.
c. Increment the dot counter.
4H
d. if the dot counter indicates that the current dot should
be allocated as an initial dot, then go to the next step.
otherwise compute Bc i2 for every cluster and choose the
cluster with maximum pci2.
e. Allocate a dot ,.o the chosen cluster.
f. Pick up the small-grain labels, compute segment variance
and proportion estimate, and print a line of the dot file.
g. If the dot count does not exceed specified value, go to c.
4. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average, variance, and







Type mangos and fwd
input at the terminai
Open the ground truth data
file and compute small
grain proportion from it
Open the cluster map file




























CCC----- PROGRRI A09 i PROPORTION EST I MATE OF SMALL GRA I N
C----- USING BAYIES (UNIFOFM PRIOR) DOT ALLOCATION




^' --- COMMON BLOCK IS A FLAG FOR PRINT ENABLE/DISABLE
COMMON sPRTFLG/JFLAG
DATA MiGT(5 )^' .'i,N^^'i'(6)^+S' ^,NCsT(7)i'T'i,NC'It8)/'p'/CCC----- READING INPUT FROM TM1INAL
C
WRITE(8,121)131 F'O"T ( PROGRAM' A09.'
?K	 PROPORTIONAL EST I MAT I tad OF SMALL C7RA I N'
*	 ^' DOT ALLOCATION IS SAVES (UNIFORM PRIOR; .'
r' LABELLING IS DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'
INPUT CLUSTER MAP FILENAME'/' 	 ')




131 FORMAT( ' AN ASSIGNMENT OF Pr2M=RANDOM DOTS IS A REPETITION RUN'
*	 i' HOW MANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SEQ?'
i' HOW MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL. RUNS?'
*	 i' III IIIII III')
READ(7,132)JV,JSEED.JPAGE
132	 FORMAT(I3, 1X,I5, 1X,13)
IF(JV.LE.0) JU n 1
IF(JSEED . LE.0) JSEED-10




141 FORMAT(' SPECIFY MAXIMUM NO. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITIONS RLCIS,'
AND NO. OF DOTS I Mgt I ALLY ASSIGNED TO EACH CI LISTER . '





i Sl FORMT (' STATUS MESSAGES ON TERMINAL, HOW M 4Y?' f' III ' )




181 FORMAT(//' CLUSTER FILE GIVEN n ',13A1,
*	 i' NO. OF REPETITION RUNS FOR EACH TOTDOT -'.I3,
*	 i' THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED - ',I6,
i' MAXI MUM
 NO. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITION RUNS-',I6)
C
C----- COMPUTE BAYES (UNIFORM, PRIOR).) ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRU'T'H
NLINE-117




DO 231 L-1,NLTNEDO 221 K -1, NCOL
CALL GTMPLB (I. , K+ LABEL )
CALI LBLITF(LABEL,LBI,IP)




OPEN (U`i I T n 1, NAME nNAME, TYPE n ' OLD' , FORM-' I.WOR.MATTED' ,
* READONLY,ACCESS n 'DIRECT•)
CALL. CLMPLC(NLINE,NCOL)
L








I F ( MOD ( J . JSI( I P) . Eta . i) JFLAG-1
IF(.JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,321)NAME,P
:21 FORMATi'i',10X,'ACCURACY ACCT SOFTWRRE(5-5-79)'
*	 /, 2X, ' PROGRAM A09 i EST I MAT I ON OF^
	 !N$
 PROPORT I C^V'
,lSX. , DOT ALLOCATION+BAYES (UYIFOI iR 	 ) ,'
/,15X.'DOT LABELLINGlDIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.•
//,10X,' INPUT CLUSTER MAP 15 FILE '915A1+
.IOX.' PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH IS',FE'.S)
IF(JFLAG - EQ.1) WRITE(6 9 322 )J+JSEE.D
32`'2	 FORMATt,',2X,' --- REPETITION RUN•'o 13,
' RANDOM DDT SEOUD CE STARTS WI TH', 18
CALL PANST ( .JSEED )
CALL SAEBi ( MAXDOT,PSG)
JMES-JIIES+l
I F (J11E5. LE . NMES) WR I TE ( 8. ^''3) MAXDOT, J. JSEED
323 FORMAT C MAXDOT-' , J 3. ' REPETITION PUN-'9130 SI: N ' , 1 F, )
JSEED-JSEED+150
C---- COMPUTE BIAS AND M.S.E.
DO 341 E-i.MAXDOT
TEhP- PS(; t K) -P




361	 COI'n I NUE
r_
C----- PR I NT GRAND SU1MARY FOR TH I S .JOB
WR ITE ( 6,321 )NAME.P
WRI':E(6 , 371)MAXDOT,JV,JS
371	 FO"T ( , 14X. ' - -- GRAND SUMMARY OF TH I S JOB --- • ,
Sx,' MAX. N0. OF DOTS IN EACH REPETITION RUN-'.13.
1914X1'	 NO. OF REPETITION RUNS 0.I3.
/,14X,' P44DOM DOTS START WITH SEED-'.I6,
/.lY...' DOT	 BIAS	 M.S . E. REDUCTION',
' AVERAGE VARIANCE VAR REDUCTION')





IF(Jl! .GT.i) UAR- (PM(K)--PV(K)**?.)*1V/(JV-1)
REDVAP.- 1 r441P, , ( P*(1.-P)/K )
381	 WRITE ( 6,382 ) K.PB(R ) , PM(Y),RR,AVERG,VAR,REDVAR
&?	 FORMAT ( 2X,13, 2X . F9.S, 4 ( F10.6), TAtF10.6)
C'
4•JR I TE (E. 421)




SUBFO1T 1 ME SraEB 1 ( MAXDOT. PSG )
C ----- STRATIFIED 14RE14_ ES7 I MAT I ON USING BAYES DOT ALLOCAT I (Xi .
C----- FOF!MULA HEPE ARE FOR BAYES WITH UNIFORM PRIOR.
C----- GIVEN 4fe MAX NO. OF DOTS IN MAXDOT, PROGRAM WILL RETURN
C----- THE ESTIMATES ARE IN ARRAY PSG ON RETURN.
1
3
CC----- WR I TIiN " EDITED BY N.Y. CHU ON 5-9-79.
cr
INTEGER NDARY(M),MM(51).NN(51),NX(Si),LL(S!)
REALBYTE WLABEEL( 1)L 
C----- COMMON BLOCK IS A FLAG FOR PRINT ENABLE/DISABLEMIIO14 /PRTFLG/JFLAG
DATA NSTART>0i9 MIK%Z/53
ilCTC t N t TY1Ti'L
0.1) WRITE(6,141)
25X, ,	--- DOT FILE ---•
DOT CLUSTER INFORMATION
SEGMENT PROPORT I Ot* tL'
NUMBER NO. PIXEL DOTS S.G.
VARIANCE ESTIMATE')
c
IF(MA)(DOT . GT .200 ) SOTO 911
C
C--	 GET PIXEL COUNT FOR EACH CLUSTER
I F(i RTTARi . NE . 0) SOTO 121
CALL CLMPCS(NPIXEL,M,MM,LL)
IF(M.GE . Si) GOTO 901
121 CONTINUE
C








C----- MAKE SURE EACH CLUSTER HAS A MINIMUM NO. OF P I XEL.S
K1-0
NDS-0














C----- FROM HERE TO STATEMENT 261, LOOP TO ASS IE-N i DOT AT A TIME
C

















VAP n ( FLOAT (MM (t~)) /NF I)(EL * ( J+S) )**Z
*(FLOAT(J)*J!7.*J+S.)*(NX(K)+i.)*(J-M(K)+i.)I
	 "'t (J-1. )*,I*(J+2. )*(Jf3. )**2 )
G	 WRITE ( 6,99121 ) K,MMtK),J,NDt(K).t.%R





CL14T.11 CT I ME
PGS I GN A Mt TO THE CUSTER WITH  MAX DELTA VARIANCE
t1: (r ((};1i.G!%.t1r1tK1>7 WPITE(6.213)ND0T.1(1.hM(K1)
IFI wv( kl).GE.mm(Kl)) GOTO 241
213 FMMAT(' ATTEMPT TO ASSIGN LOT-',I3,' WHILE NU PIXEL' s
' IS AVAILABLE. CLUSTFP-',13, 1 TOT FIXEL n ', I6)
C---^ PG#S I T I L7N THE PO ItITER TO NDAF.Y
214 NL-1
DO 15 Y.-1,fl
IFIN N(Y).LE.0) GOTO 21S
ND m M+tf4(k )
1S	 tiCt4TINN (F
C—__ - MAYE ROOM FOR THE NEW DOT IN MARY
Nl--1
fWM , t- .air. Nr_ N)
:. 1 ! 141,0 49, 	F.Y' l J •• i ti. NMA I t 1. /
I ;r. -ND-1rNN (Kl )
FN14411-rN;tKi)ti
ASa1GFI A DOT
CALL GETD(3T (MM (Y 1) , t4! ( Y 1) , NDARY (ND) . I DOT )
+`.	 WPITE ( 6994141 )Kl•tZ,NN ( K1),NX(I;l) ► (NDARY ( K),K-1,44)
1 -49141 FOPMAT(' Y1.ND.NN srA(-',4I4. 4(,` , 2XtlSI4) )
IF(1':1.LE.M) GOTO 227
Du 225 Y1.1.M
IF , NN (Vl) .GT.0) GOTO 2?S
IFt In t.LT.t-N1(k1 )' GOTO 227
1 MT- I MT^Mr1(ki )
Pb	 COI 4T I NNJE
207	 Ci4LL C(MPXY(k1.!WT.NL.NC,I_L)
CALL GTr1PLB (HL . NC . LABEL )
CAI. L- LELITP+.'LABEL.LB1,t(4(K1
F S,G ( t 4DOT 3.0.
W 229 J .-1. MX
1F(HN(J: i.LF.Q) Garo 229
PSG( HDOT) - nG (NLP0T ) + FLOAT t MUM /NNH (.JK) *t' q"! ( JX) /W I XEL.




_ _. C r If UTE S&-JlTNT (AR I A`((.1
241	 VJ•0.
DO 251 k•1.MX
I F0#-40-).LE.1) WTO M1
P- (NX01 )+1. )/(NN(F )+2. )
I.^!-^a^+(Fl.t]AT(rtt1(K) itr(F'IXFl )**2 *P*(1.'P=.'t NN(k) ei. )
al CONTI14UE
IF(.JFLAG.E0.1) WRITE(6.23S)r4DOT. Vt. 1 DOT, NN(I(1).NMI)
. NL. rAC . LABEL, LT 1, t)t'. i-SG (NDOT )
(	 FC7Ft1WT(',^:.I	 ^:'.I3.1.1•?':.I3.2X.I3. 2X.2I4. 2X,?14. 2F11,6)
IF' 1 t4L(3T.LT.iV4XD0T) GOTO .y1
C
IFCfN^II.I.L; ^^17 'tMt^ F:7 n ^a
26l	 CCIJItii1F
C
C-	 END OF SA (ES DOT ALLOCATION
	R^ROb	
.tT.




C------ WRITE CLUSTER INFORMATION
IF(JFL%.EQ . 1) WRITE (6,262 )MAXDOT,NPIXEL,MX
282 FORMAT (//, SX,' 	TOTAL NO. OD DOTS AVAILABLE n ',I6,
*	 /,SX,' TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER IIAP -',I6,
i,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OF CLUSTERS -',If,
/,SX,' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF NO. OF DOTS LABELLED'
i,SX,'	 NO.	 CODE PIXELS ASSIGNED SMALL GRAIN')
DO 283 K-1,MX
IF(JFLAG.EQ.i) 4IRITE ( 6,284 ) K,LL(K) , MM(K)oNN(K),NX(K)
283 CONTINUE




IF(NN(K )=. NE.0) GOTO 28S
KX=KX+1
NDAR 'Y (KX) -K
2% CONTINUE
IF(.JFLAG.EQ . 1) WRITE(6,286 ) MX,(NDARY(K),K-1,KX)
2% FORMAT ( /' THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED ( AS CLUSTER', 13,








0441 	 WR ITE (6 1 902) M
902 FORMAL(' YOU HAVE',I3,' T00 MAMIY CLUSTERS (IAX=S2)')
GOTO 990
911	 WRITE (6,912)NDOT
912	 FORMAT(' YOU SPECIFIED',I4,' TOO MAN", ' DOTS ( MAX=20
 )')
C





B. ABS: BAYESIAN DOT,ALLOCATION (NO PRIOR)
8.1 DESCRIPTION
Implemented in this piece of software is a scheme in which dot
allocation is sequentially Bayesian (no prior) and labeling is
direct from ground truth. This: scheme uses the same algorithm
as does A84 (Bayesian dot allocation, uniform prior) but has
slightly different formulas for ©c i 2 and segment variance, as
will be noted below.
In the Bayesian dot allocation scheme., dots are allocated sequen-
tially to those clusters that may reduce the variance of the seg-
ment proportion estimate the most. In order to do this, we must
first compute the expected change in variance, Aa 2 , for each
cluster. The expected change in variance for cluster i is
defined as
Aa.2 = (N1 2
	 xi (ni - xi)
(ni - 1) ni (ni + 1)
where Ni
 = number of pixels in cluster i
N = total number of pixels in the entire scene
ni
 = number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
xi
 = number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
which are labeled as small grain
(notice xi < ni)
Next, a dot is allocated to the cluster whose Aai2 is the largest.
Then, for this chosen cluster, n i is updated to ni + 1. That
dot's label is read from the ground truth file. If the label is
a small grain, xi
 is updated to xi + 1. After this, the segment
variance, a 2 , is computed as
2
a2	 (Ni Pi (1 - Pi) n 
	1	 (8-2)i=1
	 i
where m total number of clusters
XiP = i	 (8-3)i n 
This a2 is printed and the above allocation scheme is repeated
until the number of dots allocated reaches a value specified by
the user.
The proportion estimate is computed as
M xi Ni
P	 =	 (.8-4)
sg i=1 ni N
This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schemes, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom sequences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. A grand summary is printed.
8.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Forty::! library (for functions and subroutines such
as SORT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
i
s^
pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described
in section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function requiredir
MAIN	 SAEB2, GETDOT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP




Interface with other routines is through the common block PRTFLG
(2 bytes), which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
8.4 INPUTS
Fortran-formatted input of the following parameters is needed:
Card
or Default Default
line Parameters Format input value
1 Cluster map file name A13 None
2 a.	 Number of repetitions I3 0 or blank 1
b.	 Starting point of first I5 0 or blank 10
pseudorandom sequence
c.	 Number of repetition I3 0 or blank 5
printings
3 a.	 Maximum number of dots 13 None
that can be allocated
b.	 Number of dots initially I3 None
assigned to each cluster
4.	 Number of status messages I3 0 or blank NO MSG
on terminal
SY
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should
have been created by conversion programs A81 and A86.
8.5 OUTPUTS
In addition to the normal echo of input specifications and status




Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportion
3. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, their ground truth labels,
s3gment variance, and proportion
estimate
4. A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name codes, cluster sizes,
and number of dots assigned
	
Grand summary	 1. Processor header
2. A table showing bias, MSE, reduction
in MSE, average, variance, and vari-
ance reduction as functions of number
of dots
8.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION (NO PRIOR)
1. Type messages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. Repeat a through g until all repetitions are finished:
a. Set starting point of the pseudorandom number generator.




c. Increment the dot counter.
d. If the dot counter indicates that the current dot should
be allocated as an initial dot, them go to the next step.
Otherwise compute Aai2 for every cluster and choose the
cluster with maximum Aai2.
e. Allocate a dot to the chosen cluster.
f. Pick up the small-grain labels, compute segment variance
and proportion estimate, and print a line of the dot file.
g. If the dot count does not exceed specified value, go to c.
4. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average, variance, and







Type messages and read
input at the terminal
Open the ground truth data
file and compute small
grain proportion from it
Open the cluster map file
Repeat for all
pseudorandom sequences







Update the seed to start
pseudorandom number













Print grand summary	 Assign and label a dot
Compute segment variance
and proportion estimate
Stop	 Print dot file
Return









C— .----- PROGRAM Al2(ABS.TSK)s PROPORTION ESTIMATE OF SMALL GRAIN
C----- USING BAYES (NO PRIOR) DAT ALLOCATION









C----- READING INPUT FROM TERMINAL
C
WRITE(8,121)
121	 FORMAT(	 PROGRAM, Al2(AHS.TSK).'
*	 /' PROPURTIONAL ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAIN'
DOT ALLOCATION IS BAYES (NO PRIOR) .'
*	 /' LABELLING IS DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'






131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDORANDOM DOTS IS A REPETITION RUN'
*	 /' HOW MANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SEQ?'
. ,40W MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL RUNS?'
III
	
IIIII	 T I I'•)
READ(7,132)JV,JSEED,JPAGE







141	 FORMAT(' SPECIFY MAXIMUM NO. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITIONS FLIH ,'/












181	 FORMAT(//' CLUSTER FILE GIVEN - ',13A1,
NO. OF REPETITION RUNS FOR EACH TOTDOT -',I3,
!K	 /' THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED - '9169
.' MAXIMUM PTO. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITION RUNS=',I6)
L














1= n FLOiHT ( IF) /N.. I Nk-' NCOl .
OPEN (UN IT-1,NrIME-t*4ME,TYPE-'OLD'. FORM- 'UNFORMATTED'
READONLY.r-CC;ESS n 'DIRECT')
CALL CLMPLC (INL. I NE, NCO. )
C.
C------ START' FS'i IMATION FOR EACH TOTDOT AND REPETITIONS
DO 311 1-1,MAXDOT
PB(K)-0.








.321	 FURrinl'('i',10X,'ACCURACY ACCESSEMENT SOFTWARE(5-10-79)'
2 ' , 'PROGRAM Al2:  ESTIMATION OF Sf—VLL GRAINS PROPORTION'
'K	 /,1SX,'P0T ALLOCATION I BAYES (NO PRIOR) ,'
f	 /,15X,'DOT LABELLING=DIRECT BY GROUND TKITH.'
1f,19X,' INPUT CLUSTER MAP IS FILE ',1SA1,
/,1VX.' PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH IS',FB.S)
IF f,;FLAG.E0.1) WP.ITE(6,322)J,JSEED
:322	 FORMAT (r, ZX,' --- REPETITION RLNN-'. I3.





,23	 FORMAT(' MAXDOT- 1 ,13,' REPETITION RUN- 1 ,I3,' SEED n ',I6)
JSEED-JSEED+150
C----- COMPUTE BIAS AND M.S.E.
DO 341 K-1,MAX10T
TEMP-PSG(K)-P
PB (k: ) =PH (tc:) +TEMP
341	 Pt-1(I) n Pt •1(K) +TEMP**2
X61 CONTINUEcC----- PRINT GRAND SUMHAFT' FOR TH15 JOB
WP,ITE(6„321)NAME,P
GJR I TE (6, 371.) MAXDOT, JV, JS
371	 FORMAT ( ' • 14 , ' ---- GRAND SurrlAP^' OF 'PHI _', JOB ---' ,
S.X . ' MAX. NO. OF MOTS IN F-.ACH PE'PET I T I [n4 P.UN = ' . I'3,
•114;40'	 NO. OF REPETITION RUNS -'.I3,
14,X, PAHDOM DOTS START WITH SEED-',I6,
1, ' DOT	 BIAS	 M.S.E. REP.•UCT1ON',
AVERAGF. !JAR I ANCE UAR REDUCT I ON )
DO 381 I: -1, r iAXDOT
PB(I•.)-Pb(f. !JU
141.k.)-PtI(K):'JV
RF-PM(I:),'( P*(1.-F ^ 'K )
AUEFG-1=F Y) +P
IF(JV.ECI.1) VAR- Fr1(K)-PB(K)**2
IF( JV.GT.1) VAR= (Pri(K)-PB(K)i:2)*J^?!tJU-1)
REDVAP,-t- lAP'( P#(1.-1:')!f: ?
'a81	 WR I TE (6,382) K, PB (Y.:! , P' 11 (K) , RP, AVERG , U,-;R, FEDVE;R
332
	
FORMAT(2X'.I3, =X,F9.5, 4(FIO.6), 3X,F10.6)
i'
WAITE(6,401)




SLIEFOUT I 14E SAEB2 (MAXDOT, PSG)
L----- STFATIFIED AREAL ESTIMATION USI NG BAYES DOT ALLOCATION.
r_----- FORMULA HERE ARE FOR BAYES WITH NO PRIOR.
C-- -- GIVEN ANY MAX 140. OF DOTS IN MAXDOT, PROGRAM WILL RETURN
imf
ORIGINAL rt'.ti -
OF POOR QWl.ii Y
^E
C-^---- THE ESTIMATE IS IN ARRAY PSG ON RETURN.
C:













C---- SET PIXEL COUNT FOR EACH CLUSTER
IF(NSTART.N—c.0) GOTO 121
NSTART-i




C------ BEG IN DYES DOT ALLOCATION
C
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6 ► 141)
141 FORMAT(//o 2SXv' 	 --- DOT FILE ---'
*	 /' DOT CLUSTER INFORMATION POSITION GROUND TRUTH'
*	 o' SEGMENT PROPORTIONAL'
/' NUMBER NO. PIXEL DOTS S.G. LINE#COL RAWoCODE'
ps	 VARIANCE ESTIMATE')
C

















C------ FROM HERE TO STATEMENT 261 LOOP TO ASSIGN 1 DOT AT A TIME
C
C----- IN ORDERTO ACHIEVE ASSIGNING 3 DOTS INITIALLY OR LESS
C------ TO EACH CLUSTER,





191	 NDOT =tr"— }i














VAR- ( FLOAT (MM(K))/NPIXEL/(J-1.)/J/(J+1.) )**2
*	 *NX(K)*(J-NX(K))
C	 WRITE (6999121 ) K,MM(K) , J,NX(K),VAR
99121 FORMAT(' K,MM(K) , J.NX(K) , VPRN'9I4 9 I8.2I5.E16.6)
IF(VAR . LT.AMAX) GOTO 211
KINK
AMAX-VAR
211 CONTINUENUErC----- ASSIGN A DOT TO THE CLUSTER WITH MAX DELTA VARIANCE
IF(NN(i(1).GE.MM ( K1)) WRITE ( 6.21:3 )NDOT ► K1.MM(KI)
IF(NN(K1) . GE.MM ( K1)) GOTO 241
213 FORMAT(' ATTEMPT TO ASSIGN DOT- 1 ,I3.' WHILE NO PIXEL',
*	 ' IS AVAILABLE. CLUSTER n ' , I3,' TOT PIXEL-',I6)
C---- POSITION THE POINTER TO NDARY
214 ND-1
DU 216 Y-I,X1
IF(NN(K) . LE.0) GOTO 21S
NDnND+NN(K)
215 CONTINUE
C---- MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW DOT IN NDARY
N1 n-1
DO 217 K -NDOT,ND,N1
P-17 NDARY ( K+1)-NDARY(K)
ND-ND-NN(K1)
NN(K1) -NN(K1)+1
C----- ASSIGN A DOT
CF'LL GETDOT ( MM(K1) , NN(K1) , NDARY ( ND),IDOT)
C	 WRITE ( 6.99141)K1,ND,N" ( K1),NX(K1),(NDARY(K).K-1,44)
59141 FORMAT(' K1-ND , NN,NX-' , 4149 4(/.2X , 1SI4) )
IF(K1.LZ. M) COTO 227
DO 225 KI.19M
IF(NN ( K1).GT . 2) GOTO 225
IF(IDOT .LT.MM ( K1)) GOTO 227
IDOT-IDOT-MM(K1)
225 CONTINJE
227 CALL CLMPXYCKI , IDOT,NL,NC-LL)
CAL. L GTMPLB (NL , NC - LABIA.. )








C----- CCM1PUTE AND STORE SEGMENT VARIANCE
241 VV-0.
DO 251 K-1,11X
IF(14N(K) . LE.i) GOTO 251
P- FLOAT(NX(K))/NN(K)
V)-VV+(FLOAT0lM(K))/NPIXEL )**2 *P* ( 1.-P)/( NN ( K)-1. )
P-51 CONTINUE
IF(JFLAG . E0.1) WRITE ( 69255 ) NT)0'I',K1,IDOT , NN(K1),NX(1<1)
*	 -NL,NC,LABEL,LHI,VV,YSG(NDOT)
255FOR11AT ( 2X,I3, 3X,I3 , iX,16,iX - I^,.2X.I3. 2X,214, 2X.2I4. 2F11.6)
1F(NDOT . LT.MAXDOT) GOTO 191
DO 261 1<-1,MX




R .^`^,RCppC^JG^ g p^R
OR^1'^It^ At.
C
cC----- END OF BAYES DOT ALLOCATION
c
C------ WRITE CLUSTER ITION
IF(JFLAG.EQ.i) WPITE(6+282)MAXDOT#NPIXELoMX
2% FORMAT WoSX.'	 TOTAL NO. OD DOTS AVAILABLE •'olSo
i+SXo' TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER MAP -',I6oj..	
*	 i, SX ►
 ' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO.
 TOTAL NO. 
OF DOTS LABELLED'
`^	 *	 i.SX.' NO.
	 CODE PIXELS ASSIGNED SMALL GRAIN')











IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) 14PITE(6o296)MX 9( NDARY(K) r K-1#KX)
286 FORMATW THCr5F SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED (AS,CLUSTER'913o









902 FORMAT(' YOU HAVE' • 13o' TOO MAW CLUSTERS (M X • 50) ' )
6070 990
911	 WRITE (6.912)NDOT
912	 FOPMAT(' YOU SPECIFIED ' oI-lo' TOO MAW DOTS ( MAXwi'00)')
C
C
C---- LNTP.Y TO DEFINE INTIAL NO. OF DM'S TO BE ASSIGNED




9. A87: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION (QUADRATIC PRIOR)
9.1 DESCRIPTION
Implemented in this piece of software is a scheme in which dot
allocation is sequentially eayesian (quadratic prior) and label-
ing is direct from ground truth. This scheme uses an algorithm
similar to that used by A84 and A85 but has different formulas
for do t
 and segment variance. These two parameters are computed
with the help of function TH1.
In the Bayesian dot allocation scheme, dots are allocated sequen-
tially to those clusters that may reduce the variance of the seg-
ment proportion estimate the most. In order to do this, we must
first compute the expected change in variance, do t , for each
cluster. The expected change in variance for cluster i is
defined as
2 Ni 2 in i ,xi 
(1 - in 
i ,xi )	
in i ,xi in i'+l xi +1 (1 - in i +1,xi +1)eoi
	 ^-,	 ai -	 -	 ni
- (1 - 9n ^ xi ) Ini+l xi (1 - eni+l^xi)
ni
(9-1)
where Ni	 number of pixels in cluster i
N	 - total number of pixels ii, the entire scene
_	 x •	 x • 7 x • ! •	 •	 s	 •	 •	 •	 ♦ 	 • (9-2)s.x	 ^ x	 A	 f1
a	 - 6.31924, b - -8.3.9799, c - 2.99258
n i - number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
Xi - number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
which are labeled as small grain
(notice xi 1 ni)
Tj
G,3
It should be noted that 0"n,x is computed via a function called
TH1.
Next, a dot is allocated to the cluster whose &ail is the largest.
Then, for this chosen cluster, n i is updated to ni + 1. That
dot's label is read from the ground truth file. If the label is
a small grain, xi
 is updated to x i + 1. After this, the segment
variance, o 2 , is computed as
02	




where m n total number of clusters
This a2 is printed and the above allocation scheme is repeated
until the number of dots allocated reaches a value specified by
the user.
The proportion estimate is computed as
m Ni
^ N 9Psg	 ni, xi (9-4)
This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schemes, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom sequences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. A grand summary is printed.
9.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines such
as SORT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
fi	 pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described
in the section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function required
MAIN	 SAEB3 0, GETDO^. CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP
SAEB3
	




Interface with other routines is through the common block PRTFLG
(2 bytes), which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
9.4 INPUTS
Fortran-formatted input of the following parameters is needed:
Card
or Default Default
line Parameters Format input value
1 Cluster map file name A13 None
2 a.	 Number of repetitions I3 0 or blank 1
b.	 Starting point of first I5 0 or blank 10
pseudorandom sequence




3	 a. Maximum number of dots 	 I3	 None
that can be allocated
b. Number of dots initially I3	 None
assigned to each cluster
4	 Number of status'messages on I3 	 0 or blank NO MSG
terminal
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should
have been created by conversion programs A81 and A86.
9.5 OUTPUTS
In addition to the normal echo of input specifications and status





Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportion
3. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, their ground truth labels,
segment variance, and proportion
estimate
4. A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name codes, cluster sizes, and
number of dots assigned
Grand summary	 1. Processor header
2. A table showing bias, MSE, reduction
in MSE, average, variance, and vari-
ance reduction as functions of number
of dots
9.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(QUADRATIC PRIOR)
1. Type messages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. Repeat a through g until all repetitions are finished:
a. Set starting point of the pseudorandom number generator.
b. Clear a dot counter.
c. Increment the dot counter.
d. If the dot counter indicates that the current dot should
be allocated as an initial dot, then go to the next step.
Otherwise compute Aa i 2 for every cluster and choose the
cluster with maximum ©ail.
e. Allocate a dot to the chosen cluster.
f. Pick up the small-grain labels, compute segment variance
and proportion estimate, and print a line of the dot file.
g. If the dot count does not exceed specified value, go to c.
4. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average, variance, and








input at the termini
r Or the ground truth data
file ar:d compute $aril
grain proportion from it
()pen the cluster map file
Repeat for all
pseudorandom sequences




Compute proportion estimate(allocation; Bayes)
(labeling: direct)































C----- PROGRAM A13 (AG7.TSK)e PROPORTION ESTIMATE OF SMALL GRAIN
C----- USING BAYES (QUADRATIC PRIOR) DOT ALLOCATION
C----- LABELLING IS DIRECT BY GRG ND TRUTH.C
BYTE NAME(1S),N T(13)
REAL PSG(200),PM(200),PB(200)













 A13 (4R7. TSK) . '
PROPORTIONAL EST I MAT I ON OF St1Al-L GRAIN'
3 ' DOT ALLOCATION IS BAYES (QUADRATIC PRIOR.).'
LABELLING IS DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'






131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDORANDOM DOTS IS A REPETITION RUN'
*	 /' HOW MANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SEQV
HOW Mrs' PRINTINGS OF I ND I V I DI AAA
*	 /' III 1IIII III')
READ(7,132)JV,JSEED,JPAGE







141 FORMAT(' SPECIFY rAXIMUM NO. OF DOTS IN THE REPFTITIONS RUNS,'/
*	 AND NO. OF DOTS INTIALLY ASSIGNED TO EACH CLUSTER..'/














181	 FORMAT(//' CLUSTER FILE GIVEN - ',13AI,
NO. OF REPETITION RUNS FOR EACH TOTDOT -',I3,
*	 /' THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED - ',I6,
*	 /' MAXIMUM NO. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITION RUNS=',I6)
L















ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
P- FLOFIT ( I P) /NI - I NE/NCOL
C














321 FORMAT('1',10X,'ACCURACY ACCESSEMENT SOFTWARE (S-11-79)',/,2X,
* 'PROGRAM A13 (Aa7.TSK) , ESTIMATION OF SMALL GFAINS PROPORTION'
`,1SX, I DOT ALLOCATION s BAYES (GLIADRATIC PRIOR),'
'	 /,iSX,'DOT LABELLINGtDIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'
':',1(7X,' INPUT CLUSTER MAP IS FILE ',1SA1,
/,10X,' PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH 1S',TO.S)
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,322)J,JSF.ED
322	 FORIIAT(/,2X,' --- REPETITION RLIN-',I39
*' RANDOM DOT SEQUENCE STARTS WITH',IG,' --')
CALL_ RANST ( JSEED )
CALL SAEB3 (11AXD0't , PsG )
JMES-JMES+1
IF(JMES.LE.NMES) WRITE(8,323)MAXDOT,J,JSEED
31,23	 FORMAT(' MAXDOT-',I3,' REPETITION RUN-',I3,' S1ED-',I6)
.JSEED nJSEED+ISO
C----- COMPUTE BIAS AND M.S.E.
DO 341 Y-1,MAXDOT
TEf1P =PSG (K) -P
PB(K)-PB(K)+TEMF
341 PH (K) - PM (K) +TES V**2
..361	 CONTINUE
C
C;----- PRINT GRAND SUMMARY FOR THIS JOB
I4RITE(6,321)NAME,P
WRITE(6,371)MAXDOT,JV,JS
371 FORMAT(/,14X,' --- GRAND SUMMARY OF THIS JOB ---',
/,SX,' MAX. NO. OF DOTS IN EACH REPETITION PUN-'9I3,
*	 %,14X,'	 NO. OF REPETITION RUN'b -',13,
`,14X,' RANDOM DOTS START WITH SEED=',I6,
*	 '(,' DOT	 BIAS	 M.G.E. REDUCTION',
AVERAGE VARIANCE VAR REDUCT I OH' )























C--- STRATIFIED AREAL ESTIMATION USING BAYEF DOT ALLOCATION.
C----- FORMULAS HERE ARE FOR BAYES WITH QUADRATIC PRIOR.
C----- GIVE14 ANY MAX NO. OF DOTS IN MAXDOT, PROGRAM WILL RETURN
C----- THE PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE IS IN ARRAY PSG.
C




REAL kA), PSG (1)
BYTE LABEL





IF(MAXDOT.GT .200) GOTO 911
C
C----- GET PIXEL COUNT FOR EACH ,CLUSTER






C----- BEGIN BAYES DOT ALLOCATION
C
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,141)
1.41	 FORMAT(//, 2SX,'	 --- DOT FILE ---'
DCT CLUSTER INFORMATION POSITION GROUND TRUTH'
SEGMENT PROPORTIONAL'
*	 /' NUMBER NO. PIXEL DOTS S.G. LINE,COL P.AW,LODE'
VARIANCE ESTIMATE')
C

















161	 COl,tT I NUE
C
t----- FROM HERE TO STATEMENT 261 1 LOOP TO ASSIGN 1 DOT AT P TIME
C
r_------ IN ORDER 'T0 ACHIEVE ASSIGNING 3 DOTS I N I T I ALLY TO EACH CLUSTER
THE DELTA VARIANCE COMPUTATION IS BYPASSED FOR THE FIRST






















VAR- ( I- LOAT (M`i (K)) /NP I XEL ) **2
*	 *t THi(J,JX.)*(i.-TH1(J,JX))/(J-1.)









r_----- ASSIGN A DOT TO THE CL.USCER WITH MAX DELTA VARIANCE
IF(NN(Yl).GE.MM(K1)) WRITE(6,213)NIXIT,K9,MU1(K1)
I F (NN (1(1) . (6E . MM (K 1)) GOTO 241
213	 FORMAT(' ATTEMPT TO ASSICeti DOT-',I3,' WHILE NO PIXF_L',
*	 ' IS AVAILABLE. CLUSTER-',I3,' TOT PIXEL-',I6)
C----- POSITION THE POINTER TO NDARY
214	 ND-I.
Do 7 1 15 K-1,K1
IF(NN(IC).LE.0) GOTO 2445
ND=IJD+NN(Y)
21b CONT I NUE





NIiARY' (K+1) -NDARY (K)
ND-ND-NIi(Kl )
NN(Kl)-hIN(K1)+1
C----- ASSIGN A DOT
CALL GETDOT(MM(K1),NN(K1),NDARY(ND),IDOT)
C	 WRITE(b99141)K1,ND,rtrJtKi),NX(K1?,(NDARY(K),K-1,44)
99141 FORMAT(' Yl,ND9NN,NX-',4I4, 4(%,2X•1SI4) )
I F (K 1.1_E.11) CriOTO 227
DO 22S K1-1,M
IF(I4N(K1).GT.0) GOTO 225.
IF(IDOT.LT.MM (1<1)) GOTO 22.7
IDOT-IDOT-MM(KI.)
?2S CONTINUE:













VV-VV+ (FLOAT( lM(Y))/NPIXEL)**2 )KTII1iN1VtY.),rIXtK))
*	 k(1.-TH1(NN(K),rJ:;(I')))i(IIN(K)-1. )
2S1 C04T I NUE
IF(JFLAG..EQ.1) WRI'I'E(G,2155)NDOT.Y1, I DOT. NN(K1),NX(KI )
, NL, NC, LABEI LB1, VV, PSC,(NDOT )
2SS	 FORMAT(2X, I:i, 3X, I3, iX, I6, 44X, I3, 2X, I3, 2X, 2I4, 2X,214, 2E'11 . ti)
I F (HDOT. LT .11AXT)OT) GOTO 191
C














C----- END OF BAYES DOT ALL.00.ATION
C
C
C—•---- WRITE CLUSTER INFORMATION
IF(JFLAS.EQ.i) WRITE(6,2&2)MAXD0TtN'IXFI— #MX
282 FORMAT(//,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OD DOTS AVAILABLE -19I6,
*	 /95X0' TOTAL NO. OF PIXFL IN THE CLUSTER MAP -',16,
/,Silo'	 TOTAL NO. OF CLUSTERS n ',I6,
*	 /,SXo' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF NO. OF DOTS LABELLED'











29S CONT I NUE
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(69Q—%)MX0(NDARY(K),K-1,KX)
286 FOPM4T(/' THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED (AS CLUSTER',13,
') ARE l ', 3(/,16(I3o',')) )









902 FORMAT(' YOU HAVE'9I3,' TOO MANY CLUSTL•'RS(MAX-S0)')
GOTO 990
911	 WRITE(6,912)NDOT
912 FORMAT(' YOU SPECIFIED',I4o' TOO MANY DOTS(MAX-2240)')
C
r_








C----- FUNCTION TO EVALUATE CLUSTER PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE
C----- N-140. OF DOTS ASSIGNED FOR A CLUSTER,
C— --- NX- NO. OF DOTS LABELLED AS SMALL- GRAIN
C----- BOTH N AND NX ARE SIMPLE INTEGER (2 BYTES IN PDP)









* ( A*(X,+1.)*(X+2.) *(X+3.) + B*(X+1.)*(X+2.)*(N+4.)
*	 + C*(X+1.)*(N+3.)*(N+4.) ) /





10. A89: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION (MODIFIED QUADRATIC PRIOR)
10.1 DESCRIPTION
Implemented in this piece of software is a scheme in which dot
allocation is sequentially Bayesian (modified quadratic prior)
and labeling is direct from ground truth. This scheme is similar
to those in A84, A85, and A87, but it uses different formulas for
6a 2 and segment variance. The constant used in the function TH2
is also modified during execution.
In the Bayesian dot allocation scheme, dots are allocated sequen-
tially to those clusters that may reduce the variance of the seg-
ment proportion estimate the most. In order to do this, we must
first compute the expected change in variance, Aa 2 , for each
cluster. The expected change in variance for cluster i is
defined as
(Ni 2 n ^x	 n ,x	 n^x n+l,x+1n+1 x+12 
	 i i i
	 i	 i' iAci	
N !Ti -	 -	 ni
A	 A	 A
ti - eni'Xi)eni+l,xi(1 - 
dni+l,x i )ni
(10-1)
where N i number of pixels in cluster i
N	 total number of pixels in the entire scene
!I;
,,+ 1) x + 2
1
 (x + 3) + b (x + 1) tx +
:;
	 2N(n + 4) + o (x
	 1 in + 3) to + ^)
en,x aa, IT I ; n ♦ TbT1  In r3
 FT t I!; c n ♦ I n + -3T^n -+4f
(10-2)
F4
For initia* dots:	 a - 6, b	 7.877, c - 2.9345
After initial dots: a - 6, b - 12(P 	 1), c - 5 - 6Psg if
0.211 -<PS ^ 0.789
a-6, b-12(0.211-1), c-5-6 x 0.211
if 0.211 > Psg
a - 6, b - 12 (0.789 - 1) , c - 5 - 6 x 0.789
if 0.789 < Psg
ni
 - number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
xi
 - number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
which are labeled as small grain
(notice xi 5 ni)
It should be noted that §n,x is computed via a function called TH2.
Next, a dot is allocated to the cluster whose &a12 is the largest.
Then, for this chosen cluster, n i
 is updated to n i + 1. That
dot's label is read from the ground truth file. If the label is
a small grain, xi
 is updated to xi + 1. After this, the segment
variance, a 2 , is computed as




1 (N !	 n -	 (10-3)i
where m - total number of clusters
This a 2 is printed and this above allocation scheme is repeated
until the number of dots allocated reaches a value specified by
the user.
The proportion estimate is computed as
m






This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schema, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom sequences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. A grand summary is printed.
10.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines such
as SQRT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described
in section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function required
MAIN	 SAEB40 GETDOT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP




Interface with other routines is through the common block PRTFLG
(2 bytes), which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
10.4 IN- PUTS




1	 Cluster map file name





I3	 0 or blank	 1
)
}b. Starting point of first	 IS	 0 or blank	 10
pseudorandom sequence
c. Number of repetition	 I3	 0 or blank	 5
printings
3	 a. Maximum number of dots 	 13	 None
that can be allocated
b. Number of dots initially 13	 None
assigned to each cluster
4	 Number of status messages on 13 	 0 or blank	 NO MSG
terminal
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should
have been created by conversion programs A81 and A86.
10.5 OUTPUTS
in addition to the normal echo of input specifications and status
messages on the terminal, the following will be output on a line
printer.
Report	 Contents
Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportic...
3. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, their ground truth labels,
segment variance, and proportion estimate
4. A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name codes, cluster sizes, and
number of dots assigned
71
Grand summary	 1. Processor header
2. A table showing bias, MSE, reduction
in MSL, average, variance, and vari-
ance reduction as functions of number
of dots
10.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
"	 (MODIFIED QUADRATIC PRIOR)
1. Type messages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. Repeat a through h until all repetitions are finished:
a. Set starting point of the pseudorandom number generator.
b. Clear a dot counter.
c. Increment the dot counter.
d. If the dot counter indicates that the current dot should
be allocated as an initial dot, then go to the next step.
Otherwise compute ©a i2 for every cluster and choose the
cluster with maximum Qai2.
e. Allocate a dot to the chosen cluster.
f. Pick up the small-grain labels, compute segment variance
and proportion estimate, and print a line of the dot file.
g. If this is the end of initial dot assignment, compute the
modified parameters a, b, c based on the current small-
grain estimate, Ps g . Call TH2PAR to set the modified
parameters.
h. If the dot count does not exceed specified value, go to c.
4. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average, variance, and
variance reduction, and print a grand summary.
91^
type massages ono reao
input at the tenuinal
Open the ground truth daU 	 Call CLWCS to initialize
file and compute small	 cluster ammo read
grain proportion from it










Compute proportion estimate(allocation: Bayes)(labeling: direct)
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10.7 LISTING
C------- PROGRAM A16 (A89 . TSK) a
 PROPORTION ESTIMATE OF SMALL GRAIN
L----- USING BAYES (MODIFIED QUAD PRIOR) DOT ALLOCATION









----- R.EADING INPUT FROM TERMINAL
C
WRITE(8,121)
121	 FORMAT(	 PROGRAM:  A 16 (A39. TSK) . '
*	 !' PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAIN'
DOT ALLOCATION IS BATES (MODIFIED GtuprA PRIOR).'
*	 :' LfBELLING IS DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'





131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDORANDOM DOTS IS A REPETITION RUN'
*	 /' HOW MANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SEQ?'
*	 HOW MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL RUNb?'
^c	 /' tII VIII III')
READ(7,132)JV,JSEED,JPAGE






1.41	 FORMAT(' SPECIFY MA>: I MUM 1 ,10. OF LOTS IN THE REPET I'T I ONS RUNS. ' /
' AND NO. OF DOTS INTIALLY ASSIGNED TO EACH CLUSTER.'/
III	 III'}





i5i	 FORMAT(' STATUS t1ESSAGES ON TERMINAL, HOW MANY?'/' III')
READ(7,152)NMES
1S2	 FORMAT(13)
1412 I TE (.3 , 181) ( NAME (K) , K =1, 13) . J +J , JSEED , t1AXDOT
1 81	 FORMAT 4/.' CLUSTER FILE GIOEN = ',1^A1,
NO. OF REPETITION RUNS FOR EACH TOTDOT -',I3,
./' THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED = ',IE-,
MAXIMUM 110. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITION RUNS='. 16)
C





OPEN (Ut { I T _ 2, NRt1E=NGT, TYPE = ' OLD' , READONLY , FORM = ' 11NFORNATTED , ,
K	 ACCESS='DIRECT')
DO x131 L=1,NLIHE
DO 221 Y. 1, NCOL
CALL GTMPLB(L,Y,LABEL)
C,'4LL LBLITP!LABGL,LBl, IP)
221	 C Or Ill NUE





CALL CLMPLC ( tom. I NE , NCOL )LC--- START ESTIMATION FOR AN T01DOT AND REPETITIONS
DO 311 K-1,MAXDOT
PB(K)-0.E
311 JMES 0	 RJR ODUCIBILITY 
Or TS
JS-JSEED	 p^GE IS POOR




321 FORMAT('1',10X,'ACCURACY ACCESSEMENT SOFTWARE (S-25•-79)'/,2X+
* 'PROGRAM A16 (A89.TSK) ,
 ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAINS PROPORTlnN'
*	 /,15X,'DOT ALLOCATION+BAYES (MODIFIED QUAD PRIOR),'
*	 /,15X,'DOT LABELLING t DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'
*	 ii,10X,' INPUT CLUSTER MAP IS FILE 1.1SA1,
/,IOX,' PRCIPORTIONAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH IS',FS.S)
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,322)J,JSEED
322 FORMAT(/,2X,' --W
 REPETITION RUN n ',I3.





323	 FORMAT(' MAXDOT = ',I3.' REPETITION RUN-',I3,' SEED-',16)
JSEED=JSEED+ISO









C----- PRINT GRAND SUMMARY FOR THIS JOB
WRITE(6,321)NAME,P
i4RITE(6,371)MAXDOT,JV,JS
71 F0RMAT(/,14X„' --- GRAND SUMMARY OF THIS JOB ---',
*	 ' , SX , ' MAX, . NO. OF DOTS, IN EACH REPETITION R!_ 'N=' ,13,
%,14X,'	 NO. OF REPETITION RUNS -'9I3,
* /,14X,* RAND31 DOTS START WITH SEED ,16s
--',1X„' DOT	 BIAS	 M.S.E. REDUCTION',
AVERAGE VARIANCE VAR REDUCTION”



















C----- STRATIFIED AREAL ESTIMATION USING BAYES DOT ALLOCATION.
C	 — FORMULAS HERE ARE FOR BAYES WITH MODIFIED QUAD PRIOR.
C----- GIVEN ANY MAX NO. OF DOTS IN MAXDOTI PROGP.AM WILL RE'T'URN
C----- THE PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE IS IN ARRAY PSG.
C




REAL VV , PSG (1)
BYTE LABEL





IF(MAXDOT.GT .200) GOTO 911
C







C----- BEGIN BAYES DOT ALLOCATION
C
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,141)
141 FORMAT(//p 2SXP'	 --- DOT FILE ---'
*	 /' DOT CLUSTER INFORMATION
*	 SEGMENT PROPORTIONAL'
NUMBER NO. PIXEL DOTS S.G





















C------ FROM HERE TO STATEMENT 261: LOOP TO ASSIGN 1 DOT A; A TIME
C
is----- IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE ASSIGNING 3 DOTS INITIALLY TO EA rH CLUSTERTUF PCI .-rr) i Jr%p r pKrr, (-011131 .1-OT I ON I S PY?A-SEP FnR THE F l DST


















or,OR.TGIATAL p^Oi; IS p IiEf)rtl





















C--	 ASSIGN A DOT TO THE CLUSTER. WITH MAX DELTA VARIANCE
IF(NN(Yl).GE.MM(K1)) WRITE(69213)NDOT,K1,Mt1(K1)
IZ~'(NN(K1).GE.Mt1(K1)) GOTO 241
213 FORMAT(' ATTEMPT TO ASSIGN DOT n 1 ,I3,' WHILE NO PIXEL',
K	 ' IS AVAILABLF_. CLUSTER = ',I3,' TOT PIXEL_=',I6)












C----- ASSIGN A DOT
CALL. GETDOT(MM(Kl),NN(K.1),NDARY(ND),II)OT)
C	 WRITE(6,99141)K1, ND, NN(K1),NX(K:t), (NDARY (K),K=1,44)





1 DOT - I DOT--MM (K 1)
22S CONTINUE
227	 CALL_ CLMPXY(K19IUOT,NL,NC,LL)
Ck.L GTMYLB (NL, NC, LABEL)
COLL. LBLITP(LABEL,I-B1,NX(KS))
DO 229 JX=1,MX










Vl! = V !.i+ ( FLOAT (rN1(K)) /NP IXEL) **? *'1 H^ (NI 1(I) . N`; (K) :^
^`	 4'(1.-TH2(NN!:k:)rP^x;l'I:.)))!(NI^(K)-1. ^
.51	 CONT I NUE
IF(.JFLAG.EQ.1) 14PITF(6,26S)NL'OT.Kl,I DOT, NN(K1),N'(I'A
k.	 r NL , NC, L. ABEL, LB 1 r VQ , PSG (NDOT )
2SS	 FO'r,N )Tk 2X, l3, 3X, I ^r .l :. I6, 1X, I ?r 2X, I3r 2X,'214, 2X ­214, 2F11.6)rC------ t lOI! I F'r IDUADP.AT 1 C PP I OP PARAMETERS UPON
C-- -° FINiSHING ASS104MEttT OF INITIAL LOTS
^'1 J
^55^









257 FORMAT(' AFTER ASSIGNING',I4.' DOTS AND ESTIMATE - ',F10.5,i,
* ' RESETTING PRIOR PARAMETERSt An ' , F9.S,' B-',F9.5,' C n ',F9.S)
260 CONTINUA:
C
C----- END OF MODIFYING PRIOR PARAMETERS
C




2161 CONT I N' JE
C
C
C------ END OF BAYES DOT ALLOCATION
C
C
C----- 14RITE CLUSTER INFORMATION
LF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,282)MAXDOT,NPIXEL,MX
282 FORMAT(//,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OF DOTS AVAILABLE
*	 i,SX,' TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER MAP -',I6,
*	 i,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OF CLUSTERS -',I6,
i,SX,' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF	 NO. OF DOTS
	
LABELLED'
















1_386 FORMAT(/'	 THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED (AS CLUSTER',I39
ARE.',	 3(/,16(13,','))	 )

















FORM+T(' YOU SPECIFIED',I4-' TOO MANY DOTS(MAX=200)')
C










FUNCTION TH2 (N P NX )
C- - --- FUNCTION TO EVALUATE CLUSTER PFOPIORT I ONAL EST I MATE
N-NiJ. OF DOTS ASSIGNED FOR A CLUSTER.
i'- ---- NX- NO. OF DOTS LASELL.FD AS SMALL GRAIN
C-- -- BOTH N AND NX ARE SIMFLE INTEGEP (2 BYTES IN PDP)










* ( A*(X+1.)*(X+2.)*(X+3.) + B*(Y+1.)*(X+2.)*(N+4.)
*	 + C*(X+1.)*(N+3.)*(N+4,) 	 ) i
( A*(X+1.)*(X+2.)*(N+4.)	 + B*(X+1.)*(N+3.)*(Nr4.)
*	 + C*(N+2.)*(N+3.)*(N+4.)	 )
RETURN
C









11. A91: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION (ADAPTIVE PRIOR)
11.1 DESCRIPTION
Implemented in this piece of software is a scheme in which dot
allocation is sequentially Bayesian (adaptive prior) and labeling
is direct from ground truth. This scheme is similar to those in
A84, A85 1 ; A87, and A89, except that here estimates based on two
priors are computed for the initial dots, then one prior is chosen
and all estimates are based on the selected prior. Such a scheme
improves the estimate if the small-grain proportion is less
than 0.21.
In the Bayesian dot allocation scheme, dots are allocated sequen-
tially to those clusters that may reduce the variance of the seg-
ment proportion estimate the most. In order to do this, we must
first compute the expected change in variance, &0 2 , for each





i.2  n , xi a - in i , xi	 i')	 ^n xi ien +1' 1x +1 	- eni' i+l x +1)_
ni	 ni
(1 - 8ni'xi ) 6ni+1'x1 (1 - 0ni+i,xl)
ni
(11-1)
where Ni - number of pixels in cluster i
N - total number of pixels in the entire scene
ni - number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
xi
 = number of dots previously allocated to cluster i
which are labeled as small grain
(notice x i < ni)
A
For quadratic prior, 9
n
 x is defined as
6
	
aY+	 +2 Y ♦ 	 +b:+D g ♦ 	 +I ♦ a +i a ♦ 3) to ♦ U
a,s a:	 x	 o	 a	 a
(1.,L-2)
For initial dots:
	 a - 6, b - -7.877, c - 2.9345
After initial dots: a - 6, b - 12(P eg
 - 1), c - 5 - 6Peg
 if
0.211 < Peg < 0.789
a=6,b=12(0.211-1), c=5-6x0.211
if 0.211 > 0 a
a = 6, b = 12 (0.789 - 1). c - 5 - 6 x 0.789
if 0.789 < Peg
where Peg = estimate of small-grain proportion after assigning
initial dots
For exponential prior, On,x is defined as
x + ]. -a x + 
-^(1 -
	
a ) (1 - a) ... (1 -
	 a ) (1 -	 a )
9	 =n+ -a n+2	 n+	 n	 x+'^'	 xx+_T
n'x n+'t)(1_n)...(1-x+^)(1-x+^)
(11-3)





Peg = estimate of small-grain proportion after assigning
initial dots
For the initial dots assignment, estimates of small -grain propor-
tion are computed on the basis of both priors. After all initial
dots are assigned, the estimate based on the exponential prior is




an 0.21, then the quadratic prior is selectedt other-
exponential prior is selected.
Next, a dot is allocated to the cluster whose dc i 2 is the largest.
Than, for this chosen cluster, n  is updated to n i + 1. That
dot's label is read from the ground truth file. if the label is
a small grain, x i is updated to x i + 1. After this, the segment











= N 	 n	 (11-5)ti-
where m = total number of clusters
This a 2 is printed and the above allocation scheme is repeated
until the number of dots allocated reaches a value specified by
the user.




Psg =	 Nl 8n i ,x	
(11-6)i=1	 i
The proportional estimate based on the exponential prior is
m xi Ni
Psg i^ 1 n, N
This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schemes, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom sequences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-




The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines
such as SQRT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such
as the pseudorandom number generator, and the utility package
(described in section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function required
MAIN	 SAEB5, GETDOT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP




Interface with other routines is through the common block PRTFLG
(2 bytes), which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
11.4 INPUTS





Parameters	 Foy  input	 value
1	 Cluster map file name 	 A13	 None
2	 a. Number of repetitions	 13	 0 or blank	 1
b. Starting point of first I5 	 0 or blank	 10
pseudorandom sequence
c. Number of repetition	 I3	 0 or blank	 5
printings
3	 a. Maximum number of dots I3	 None






b. Number of dots initially I3 	 None
assigned to each cluster
4	 Number of status messages on I3 	 0 or blank	 NO MSG
terminal
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should
have been created by conversion programs A81 and A86.
11.5 OUTPUTS
In addition to the normal echo of input specifications and status




Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportion
3. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, their ground truth labels,
segment variance, and proportion esti-
mates based on both quadratic and
exponential priors
4. A table showing number of clusterz,
cluster name codes, cluster sizes, and
number of dots assigned
	
Grand summary	 1. Processor header
2. A table showing bias, MSE, reduction
in MSE, average, variance, and vari-
ance reduction of the estimate based




11.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(ADAPTIVE PRIOR)
1. Type messages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. Repeat a through h until all repetitions are finished:
a. Set starting point of the pseudorandom number generator.
b. Clear a dot counter.
c. Increment the dot counter.
d. If the dot counter indicates that the current dot should
be allocated as an initial dot, compute estimates based
on both priors, then go to the next step. Otherwise com-
pute Aa i2 for every cluster and choose the cluster with
maximum Aci2.
e. Allocate a dot to the chosen cluster.
f. Pick up the small-grain labels, compute segment variance
and proportion estimate, and print a line of the dot file.
g. If this is the end of initial dot assignment, do the
following:
(1) Determine if current exponential prior estimate
exceeds 0.21, then call SETPRI to select to compute
exponential prior estimate and call SETEP to set the
value of a.
(2) Otherwise, call SETPRI to select to compute quadratic
prior estimate, then call TH3PAR to modify the prior
parameters.
h. If the dot count does not exceed specified value, go to c.
4. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average, variance, vari-
ance reduction, and print a grand summary.
_1.146
93	 C _^
input at the terminal
Open the ground truth data
file and cute small
grain proportion from it





























Assign and label a dot
Compute segment variance
and proportion estimate
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11.7 LISTING
C------ PRCXjRAM A19 (A91. TSK) a PROPORTION ESTIMATE  OF SMALL MIN
C---USING BAYES (ADAPTIVE PRIOR) DOT ALLOCATION
C------ LABELLING  IS DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.
C
C----- ADAPTIVE PRIOR MEANS
C------ WHEN ESTIMATE IS GREATER T43N 0.21, USE QUADRATIC PRIOR
C----- OTHERWISE USE EXPONENTIAL PRIOR
C
C
BYTE NAME(iS) ► NGT(13)
REAL PSG(SS0),PM(1S0).PB(150)





C.----- READING INPUT FROM TERMINAL
c
WRITE(8,121)
'121	 FORMAT(	 PRUGRAM l PIS ( A91.TSK).'
PROPORTION ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAIN'
DOT ALLOCATION IS BAYES (ADAPTIVE PRIOR).'
LABEL _ ING IS DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'
*	 '' INPUT CLUSTER MAP FILENAME'/'
	 ')
READ (7.122) (NAME G- 1 , K- 1, 13)
122 FORMAT (1 X11)
C
WRITE((3, 131)
131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDORANDOM DOTS IS A REPETITION RUN'
*	 '' HOIAMANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SEQ?'
HOW MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL RUNS?'
*	 /' III IIIII III')
READ(7,132)JV,JSEE:D,JPAGE
132 FORMAT03, 1X,IS, 1X,13)
IF(JV.LE.0) JV-1
IF(JSEED.LE.0) JOEED-10
IF(JPAGE.LE . 0) JPAGE-S





FORMAT(' SPECIFr' MAXIMUM NO. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITIONS RUNS,'/









FORMAT(' STATUS MESSAGES ON TERMINAL, HOW MANY'?'/' III')
READ (7, 1 S2)1,41ES
152
	
FORMAT (1 `i )
C.
WRI1'E(8,i81)(NAME(K),K-1,13)9 JV,JSEED,MAXDO'T
181	 FORMAT(//' CLUSTER FILE GIVEN  = ' ,13A 1,
I IO. OF REPETITION RUNS FOR EACH TOTDO'r ,' , 131
THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED - ' 9I6,
f ' MAXIMIUM NO. OF DOTS IN THE REPETITION RUNS-',I6)
C





OPEN (UN IT=2, NAME -NGT, TYPE -'OLD',READONLY,FORlM='UNFORMr-iTTED',
*	 A,CCESS-'DIRECT')
DO 231 Lm1,NLINE



























32i FORI4QT('1',10X,'ACCURAC'r ACCESSEMENT SOFTWARE(6-19-79)'/,2X,
* 'PROGRAM A18 (f491.TSK)i ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAINS PROPORTION'
/,1SX.'UOT ALLOCATION l BAYES (ADAPTIVE PRiOR),'
/,iSX,'DOT LABELLING s DIRECT BY GROUND TRUTH.'
//,10X,' INPUT CLUSTER PIAP :S FILE ',Ir1A1.
*	 /, 10X,' PROPORTION ESTIMATE FOR MOUND TRUTH IS',FB.S)
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,322)J,JSEED
322 FORMAT(/,2X,' --- REPETITION RUN-1,I3,
*	 ' RANDOM DOT SEQUENCE STARTS WITH',IB,' ---')




323	 FORMAT(' MAXDOT- 1 ,13,' REPETITION RUN-',I3,' SEWED-',I6,
*	 ' LAST ESTIMATE-',F1(4.6)
JSEED-JSEED+ISO







C--- •-- PRINT GRAND SUMMARY FOR THIS JOB
WRITE(6,321)NAME,P
WRITE (f , 371) MA7(DOT, JV , JS
379	 FORMAT(/,14X.' 	 GRAND SUMMARY OF THIS JOB --
/,SX,' MAX. NO. OF DOTS IN EACH REPETITION RUN-',13.
/,14X,'	 N0. OF REPETITION RUNS -',I3,
/,14X,' RANDOM DOTS START WITH SEED-',I6,
/./,IX.' DOT
	 BIAS	 M.S.E. REDUCTION',






it (24! . Ea. 	 VAR- PM (K) —PB (K) **2
IF(JV.GT.1) VAR- (PM(K)—PB(K)**2)*JV/(JV-1)
REDVAR-VAR/( P*(1. —P)/K )
381	 WRITE(6,382)K,PB(K),PM(K),RR.AVERG,VAR,REDVAR















C----- STRATIFIED AREAL ESTIMATION USING BAYES DOT Al-LOCATION.
C------ FORMULAS HERE ARE FOR BAYES WITH ADAPTIVE PRIOR.
C---•-- G11.101 ANY MAX NO. OF DOTS IN MAXDOT, PROGRAM WILL RETURNC---
-- THE PROPORTION ESTIMATE IS IN ARRAY PSG.
C







(:----- COMMON BLOCK IS A FLAG FOR PRINT ENABLE/DISABLE
COI-VhON rPRTFLG/JFLAG
DA T iii NSTART/O/ , M I NSZ/ S/
DATA IHIDOT/3/
DA'I'ia JFP/1./,JINIT/0/r
I r ^. P1i is DC?T . G'f .150)	 GOTO 911







t .- -- -- BEGIN BAYES DOT ALLOCAT I 0?V
C
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,141)
141 FORMAT(//, 25X,'	 --- DOT FILE — —'
DOT	 CLUSTER INFORMATION 	 POSITION GROUND TRLrM'
SEGMENT PROPORTION ESTIMATE'





















161 C 014T I NUE
C
IF(.'FP.EU.1) NMPR-'QUAD'
IF(JFP.EQ.2) NtlPR = 'FXP '
IF(JFLAG.EO.l)	 14RITE(6,171)t•IDS,NMPR
171 FOFMAT('	 INITIAL f-SIGNMENT"9I4,' DOTS.',
'	 SEC! UPP, IS BASED ON ' , A4, '	 PR I OP. ' )
C--- -- FROM1 HERE TO STf +TEMENT 261, LOOP TO AS5I GN i DOT AT A TIME
c
------- IN ORDER TO ALHIEUE ASSIGNING :3 DOTS Oki LESS INITIALLY TO FAri CLUSTER
C----- THE DF:LIA UARIHNCE COMPUTATION IS BYPASSED FOR THE FIRST












C------- FOR EACH CLUSTER,
200 CONTINUE
C------ SET THE PRIOR TO
CALL SETPRI(JFP)
AMAX-0.





COMPUTE DELTA VARIANCE AND CHOOSE THE LARGEST
HE USED






99121 FORMAT(' K,MM( K) ,J,NX(K),VAR-',I4,18,2IS,E16.6)





C----- ASSIGN A DOT TO THE CLUSTER WITH MAX DELTA VARIANCE
IF(NN(K1).GE.MM(K1)) WRITE(69213)NDOT,KI,MM(K1)
IF(NN(K1).GE.MM(K1)) GOTO 241
213 FORMAT(' ATTEMPT TO ASSIGN DOT-',I3,' 14HILE NO PIXEL',
*	 ' IS AVAILABLE. CLUSTER-',I3,' TOT PIXEL-'9I6)












C------ ASSIGN A DOT
CALL GETDOT(MM(K1),NN(K1),NDARY(ND),IDOT)
C	 WRITE(6,59141)K1,14U,NN(I1),NX(K1),(NDARY(K),K-1,44)






22S CONT I NIJE








pA G I, ^FC----- COI IPUTE PROP EST DUE TO QUADRATIC PRIOR	 ^° IS' A









C----- F i RST , ACCUllUl. AT'E REST WITH QUAD PRIOR
IF(NDOT.LE.NDS) CALL SETPRI(1)
IF(NDOT.GT .NDS) CALL SETPRI(JFP)
C P1- P1 + AMAX*TH3(N1,J)
C----- NEXT, ACCUMULATE ES W I Thl EXP PRIOR  
IF(NDOT.GT.NDS)  GOTO 231
P2- P2 + AMAY*J/Ni
-	 CONTINUE
C
C------ STORE THE APPROPIATE PROP EST IN THEIR CORRECT PLACE
IF(NDOT.GT .NDS) GOTO 233
PSG( (NDOT-1)*2+1 )-P1






:235 PANT I NUE
C
C
r_— -- -- COMPUTE SEGMENT VARIANCE
'41	 UV-0.






IF(JFLHCC.EQ.1) WRITE(6,2SS)NDf)T,Yl.I DOT, NN(K1),hi;•'.(kl)
NL, NC, LABEL, LB  , UU,1'l s P2
2S5	 FORMAT(2X.I3, 3X,I3.1X,I6,1X,I3.2X,I3, 2X,214, 2?'s14,I5, :3Fi0.6)
C
---- DETERMINE WH ICH PRIOR TO USE
IF(NDOT.NE .NDS) GOTO 275
C.




r_----- CHOOSE PRIOR ACCOPDI14G TO ESTIMATE FOR THE FIRST REPETITION
C--- U:3E THE EXP PRIOR ESTIMATE TO DECIDE
PX-PSG( NDOT*2 )
IF(PX.LE.0.21) GOTO 259
----- OUAD PRIOR IS CHOSEN, NEED TO MODIFY QUAD PRIOR PARAMETFPS






















NMPR n 'EXP '
IF(PX.LE.0.249) SOTO 262
IF(JFL.AG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,261)PX
261 FORMAT(' ESTIMATE- ',F9.69' TOO HIGH, BEING RE,ET TO AVOID',
*	 ' NEGATIVE ALPHA.')
PXn0.249
2	 CALL SETEP( (i.-4.*PX)i(1.-2.*FX) l
C
C----- STORE THE CHOSEN PRIOR ESTIMATES, THESE WILL BE RETURNED
26S DO 267 K n 1.NVS





FORMAT(' ESTIMATE-',F10.6,'. NOW STORE THE ',A4.' PRIOR'
ESTIMATES...'/' SEA VAR AND DELTA VAR ARE',




















2B2 FORMAT(i/,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OF DOTS AVHIL.ABLE -',I6,
TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTEP. MAP -'.I6,
*	 r,SX.'
	
TOTAL NO. OF CLUSTERS n '.I6•
CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF NO. OF DOTS LABELLED'
K	 i,SX.'	 NO.	 CODE PIXELS ASSIGNED SMALL GRAIN')
DO 283 K 1.MX
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,284)K,t-L(K),MM(K),NN(K)9NX(K)
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CONTINUE
IF(JFLAG.E0.1) WRITE(Go2W))MX+(NDARY(K)+K-1,KX)
2% FORMAT(/' THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED (AS CLLGM'.139









'302 FORMAT(' YOU HAVE'eI3•' TOO MANY CLUSTERS(MAX-S0)')
GOTO 990
911 WR I TE (6, 912) NDOT













FUNCT I C14 TH3 (N o NX )
C ------ FUI4CTI OII
 TO EVALUATE CLUSTER PROPORTION ESTIMATE
C------ FOR THE CASE (1) QUADRATIC PRIOR IS USED
C----•--•	 (2) EXPONENT IAL
 PRIOR IS 1. -ED
C----- N-NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED FOR A CLUSTER,
C--- NX- NO, OF DOTS LABELLED AS SMALL GRAIN
C---•-- BOTH 14 AND NX ARE SIMPLE INTEGER (2 BYTES IN FDP )








C---- CHOOSE THE LEESIRED PRIOR
IF(.IFP. EU.2) GOTO 200




* t A*	 1. )^(X+2. i*(:(+3.) + B*:?:+1, )*iX+6?.	 (N+-I. )
*	 + C*(X+i.)*(N+3.)*(N+4.) ) /









-	 Pi a t i . —AL/itx )








C----- BNTRY TO ALLOW CHANGING OF PARAMETERS
C






C--	 ENTRY TO DEFINE ALPHA USED BY h'XP PRIOR
C
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12. A88t SAYSSIAN DOT ALLOCATION, MAJORITY RULE LABELING
12.1 DZSCRIPTION
This dot allocation and labeling scheme is different from most
other schemes in one important respect: the allocation procedure
is fused with the labeling procedure.
T	 For each cluster, dots are allocated continuously until the
cluster is labeled. The rule is Sayesian majority rule, stated
as follows t
a. Assign 2 dots; if their labels are identical, then give the
cluster thrt label and stop.
b. Assign 3 more dots; if the 5 labels yield a 1-4 split, then
label the cluster by the majority and stop.
c. Assign 2 more clots; if the 7 labels yield a 2-5 split, then
label the cluster by the majority and stop.
d. Assign 3 more dots; if the 10 labels yield a 3 -7 split, then
label the cluster by the majority and stop.
e. Assign 3 more dots and label the cluster by the majority.
It can be seen from the above that the number of dots assigned to
the cluster may vary, depending on where the allocation and label-
ing is stopped. Also, it should be noted that the labels above
are either: small grair or other.








where Ni • number of pixels in cluster i
N - total number of pixels in the entire scene
This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schemes, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom requences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. A grand summary is printed.
12.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines such
as SQRT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described












Subroutine or function required




GETDOT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP
12.3 INTERFACE
Interface with other routines is through the common block PRTFLG
(2 bytes), which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
12.4 INPUTS
Fortran-formatted input of the following parameters is needed:
Card
or	 Default Default
line	 Parameters	 Format	 -input	 value
1	 Cluster map file name 	 A13	 None
2	 a. Number of repetitions 	 I3	 0 or blank	 1
b. Starting point of first	 I5	 0 or blank	 10
pseudorandom sequence
c. Number of repetition	 I3	 0 or blank	 5
printings
3	 Number of status messages on I3	 0 or blank NO MSG
terminal
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped cluster
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should
have been created by conversion programs A81 and A86.
12.5 OUTPUTS
In addition to the normal echo of input specifications and status
messages on the terminal, the following will be output on a line
printer.
Report	 Contents
Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportion
3. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, and their ground truth
labels
4. A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name codes, cluster sizes,
number of dots assigned, and the split
^oG
Grand summary	 1. Processor header
2. A table showing the estimate and bias
of each repetition
3. Bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average
estimate, variance, variance reduction,
average and standard deviation of the
total number of dots per repetition
12.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM: FOR BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
MAJORITY RULE LABELING
1. Type messages at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. Repeat a and b until all repetitions are finished:
a. Set starting point of the pseudorandom number generator.
b. For each cluster, allocate and label dots by Bayesian
majority rule.
4. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average estimate, vari-
ance, variance reduction, average and standard deviation of





Open the ground truth data
file and compute swat) grain
proportion from it
Open the cluster map file
Repeat for all
pseudorandom sequences








number of dots used










1	 Group small clusters
if necessary
For each cluster






Figure 12-1.— Flow chart for Bayesian majority rule labeling.
/dy
8MRSUP
Call RMRSUP to sample 3 dots
Repeat for next JOLT dots
00,





Cali O NtSUP to sample 2 dots
Print dot file





Gil 9MRSUP to sample 3 dots
Majori ty	 Yes
- 7?
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12.7 LISTING
L----- NY.IR^KHf9 f+15 (HEr6. I bk) : PROPUR`C 1 ON EST 1 ft 441 OF ShIHL.L GRk I N
C----- USING BAYES MAJ RULE ( UNIFORM PRIOR) DOT ALLOCATIOIN










C------ READING INPUT FROM TERMINAL
C
WRITE ( 8, 1'2'1)
121	 FOP IAT (	 FRIjGvf*1 z AiS (A88. TSK) . '
PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRRAIN'
DOT AVOCATION IS BAYES MAJ RULE (UNIFORM PRIOR) .'
LABELLING IS BAYES MAJORITY RULE.'






131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDORANDOM DOTS IS A REPETIT1 13N 12l^N'
r' HOW MANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEULvO SZQ?'
H014 MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL RUNS?'
*	 ^' III III[I III')
READ(7,132)JV,JSEED,.JPAGE







t41 FORMAT(' ---- NOTICE THAT NO. OF DOTS ASSGINED IN Ei-40h',
*	 REPETITION MAY VARY ---')
'v	 WRITE(8,151)
I S1	 FOFi1AT (' STATUS MESSAGES ON TERMINAL, HOW t 1API (?' !' III ' )
REOD(7,1c^)NMES
1S2 FORNAT (i 3 )
C
WRITE(8,181)(NAME(K),K-1,13),JV,JSEED
181	 FORMAT( /' CLUSTER FILE GIVEN = ',13A1,
*	 /' NO. OF REPETITION RUNS FOR EACH '1'OTDOT -',I3.
i' THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED = ',16)
C




























:321 FORMAT('l',10X,'ACCURACY ACCESSEMENT SOFTWARE(5-17-79)'. /12-XI
* 'PROGRAM A1S (A88.TSK) , ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAINS PROPORTION'
* ./,1SX,'DOT ALLOCATICh' c BAYES MAJ RULE (UNIFORM PRIOR)
*	 /,15X,'DOT LABELLING=EAYES MAJORITY RULE.'
/./+10X.' INPUT CLUSTER MAP IS FILE ',iSAi,
/,10X.' PROPORTION ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH IS', FS. 5)
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,322)J,JSEED
:322 FORMAT(/,2X,' --- REPETITION RUN-',I3,





323	 FORMAT(' MAXDOT-',I,2i,' REPETITION RUN- 1 ,I3,' SEED-',I6)
JSEED=JSEED+150
361 C0IAT I NUE
C
C----- PRINT GRAIII) SUMMARY FOR THIS JOB
WRITE(6.321)NAME,P
WRITE.(E„371)JV,JS
:371 F0RMAT(/,14X,' --- GRAND SUMMARY OF THIS JOB ---',
*	 /,14X.•NO. OF REPETITION RUNS -'.13,
/,14X.' RANDOM DOTS START WITH SEED-',I6,/
.10X,'REPETITION PSEDUO SEQ DOT SMALL GRAIN BIAS'+/.
10X,'	 RUN	 SEED
	
ASSIGNED ESTIMATE WRT G.T.')
























C----- COMPUTE VARIANCE REDUCTIO14
RP-Fm,, ( P*(1.—P)/AM )
REV)RR-VAR.-' ( P* (1. —P) /AM
WRITE(6,386)PB,PM,RR,AVERG,VAR,REDVAR, AM,UM
385	 FOPHAT(./' 	BIAS=',F10.6,'	 M.S.E.-',F10.6,' REDUCTION-',F20.6,
AVERAGE-',F10.6,' VARIANCE-',F10.6,' REDUCTION- ',F10.6,
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C
WRITE(6,401)






SUBRr3UT I NE SAEBMR (NDOT, PSG)
C---- STRATIFIED AREAL. ESTIMATION USING BAYES MAJORITY RULE DOT ALLO(ATION.
C----- FORMULA HERE ARE FOR EnYES MAJORITY RULE WITH UNIFOR1 PRIOR.
C------- ON RETURN, THE PROPORT I 014AL EST I MATE IS IN PSG, AND THE
C------ TOTAL NO. OF DINS ASSIGNED IS IN NDOT .
C






































211	 FORMAT(//'	 --- DOT FILE ---'
*	 i' CLUSTER	 DOT NUMBER POSITION 
GROUND 
TRUTH LABEL'
NO.	 WRT ITS CLUSTER LINE,COL RMI,CODE SMALL- GRAIN')
C













' DYES MAJORITY RULE DOT ALLOCATION
C
C------ WRITE CLUSTER INFORMATION
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,282)NDOT,NPIXEL,MX
282 FORMAT(//,SX,'	 TOTAL. NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED -1,I6,
/,SX,' TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER MAP -',I69
*	 /,SX.'	 TOTAL NO. OF CLUSTERS n ',I6,
*	 /+10X,' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF NO. OF DOTS'
/,10X+'	 NO.	 CODE PIXELS ASSIGNED SPLIT')
DO 283 K n i.MX
IF(NN(K).LE.-1) NN(K) n O
IF(NNS(i,K).GE.NNS(2,K)) NSG-'S.G.'
IF(NNS(1.K).LT.NNS(2,K)) NSG-'	 '
IF(JFLAS.EQ.1) 14RITE (6,2e4)K,L.L(K),MM(K),NN(K)o NVS(1,K)t NS(2,K)
*	 .NSG
283 CONTINUE




I F (NN (K) . NE. 0) GOTO 28S
KX-KX+1
NDARY(KX)-K
285 COLT I NUE
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,286)MX,(NDARY(K),K-S,KX)
2% FO,MAT(/'L THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED (AS CLUSTER1,I3,




















C----- BiiYES MAJORITY RULE (UNIFORM PRIORI
C-----• TOGETHER WITH SUB. BMRSUP, THIS ROUTINE ASSIGN
C----- DOTS ACCORDING A BAYES MAJORITY RULE.
C----- ON RETURN+ NN(K1) CONTAINS THE NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED DURING THIS CALL
C----- ISG-1. ON RETURN, MEANS SMALL GRAIN LABEL IS ASSIGNED TO
C----- THE CURRENT (K1) CLUSTER. IF ISG-0, NOT SMALL GRAIN
C----- NDARY n DOT ARRAY FOR THE CURRENT CLUSTER
r_----- MM- ARRAY CONTAINING CLUSTER SI7_ES
C----- NN- ARRAY CONTAINING CLUSTERS' FUTURE DOT OF ASSIGNED DOTS
C----- LL- ARRAY CONTAINING CLUSTERS' CLASS NAME,












C----- (AYES t kJ RULE WITH UN 1 FORM PRIOR
CALL BMRSUP(2,NSoMRo NDARYokY ► MM,Nti,LL,M)
IF(NS(MR).EQ.2) GOTO 401
CALL BMRSUP(3oNS,MR, NDARY,K1 ► MMv NNoLL,M)
IF(NS(MR).EQ.4) GOTO 401
CALL BtIRSLJP(2,NS#MYo NDARY9I(1 ► MMoNN,Il,M)
I F (NS (MR) . EQ . S) GOTG 401
	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
II rte^ ((NS (M R).EQ37) COTO 401 xi . MM, NN, L L. ► M) ORIGINAL PAGE I8 POOR








C----- TCIGETHER WITH SUBROUTINE BMR19 THIS ROUTINE
C —••--- ASSIGN DOTS TO A CURRENT CLUSTER (SPECIFIED IN Ki)o AND
C----- DETERMINE THE SPLIT BETWEEN SMALL GRAIN AND NON SMALL (BRAIN
C----- LABELS.
C------ JUOT- NO. OF DOTS DESIRED TO BE ASSIGNED IN THIS CALL
C----- NS- (DIM 2) ARRAY CONTAINING THE SPLIT
C-----	 FIRST MEMBER REFERS TO SMALL GRAIN, SECOND ME11EBER Niel S.G.
C	 NOTICE FOR NS, NEW DnTS ARE ACCUMULATED TO PREVIOUS VALUES.
C------ MR- 1 OR 2, IF -1, MEANS S.G. IS THE MHJORITY, OTHERWISE NCNB S.G.





C-----• COMMON DOCK IS A FLAG FOR PRINT DIABLE/DISABLE
COMMON /PP.TFLG/JFLAG
C










IF(IDOT.LT.MM (K1)) GOTO 227
IDn-T-IDOT•-MM(Yl)
























13. A90t NON-BAYESIAN SEQUENTIAL DOT ALLOCATION,
MAJORITY RULE LABELING
13.1 DESCRIPTION
This dot allocation and labeling scheme is different from most
other schemes in one important respects the allocation procedure
is fused with the labeling procedure.
For each cluster, dots are allocated continuously until the
cluster is labeled or until the number of dots assigned exceeds
a preselected value (currently, it is 35). The rule :o non-
Bayesian sequential rule, stated as follows:
a. Allocate INIDOT dots to the cluster. INIDOT was specified
by the user during the program INPUT session.
b. Allocate one dot, and compute the test interval (a, b):
a = nli - 1.534 ai
x
b 





 number of dots allocated to cluster i
xi number of dots labeled as small grain for cluster i
(notice xi S ni)
c. If 0.5 a (a, b) and n  does not exceed a preselected value
(35), repeat step b.
d. Label the cluster by majority rule.
7
1
It can be seen from the above that the number of dots assigned to
the cluster may vary, depending on where the allocation and label-
ing is stopped. Also, it should be noted that the labels above
are either small grain or other.







where Ni s number of pixels in cluster i
N - total number of pixels in the entire scene
This scheme, like other allocation and labeling schemes, may be
repeated with different pseudorandom sequences. The main program
resets the random number generator to a different starting point
for each repetition.
All computation of statistics such as mean and variance is per-
formed in the main program. A grand summary is printed.
13.2 LINKAGES
The PDP 11/45 Fortran library (for functions and subroutines such
as SORT), the PDP 11/45 system library (for routines such as the
pseudorandom number generator), and the utility package (described
in section 14) are required.
Main program
or subprogram	 Subroutine or function required











interface with other routines is through the common block PRTGLG
(2 bytes), which is used to control the optional printing of dot
files and other information.
13.4 INP,STS





Parameters	 Format	 input	 value
1	 Cluster map file name	 A13	 None
2	 a. Number of repetitions	 I3	 0 or blank	 1
b. Starting point of first	 I5	 0 or blank	 10
pseudorandom sequence
c. Number of repetition	 13	 0 or blank	 5
printings
s Number of initial dots 	 13	 None
4 Number of status messages on I3 	 0 or blank NO MSG
terminal
Two disk files are needed, one containing the stripped clr.ter
map, the other the stripped ground truth map. These files should




In addition to the normal echo of input specifications and status





Individual repetition 1. Processor header
2. Ground truth small-grain proportion
3. A dot file showing dots chosen, their
x-y position, their ground truth labels,
and the test interval
4. A table showing number of clusters,
cluster name codes, cluster sizes,
number of dots assigned, and the split
Grand summary	 1. Processor header
2. A table showing the estimate and bias
of each repetition
3. Bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average
estimate, variance, variance reduction,
average and standard deviation of the
total number of dots per repetition
13.6 BRIEF ALGORITHM :_ FOR _ NON-BAYES
.*_.AN SEQUENTIAL DOT ALLOCATION
MAJORITY RULE LABELING
1. Type message at terminal and read from it run specifications.
2. Compute ground truth small-grain proportion.
3. Repeat a and b until all repetitions are finished:
a. Set starting point of the pseudorandom number generator.
b. For each cluster, allo::ate and label dots by non-Bayesian
sequential majority rule.
l^
4. Compute bias, MSE, reduction in MSE, average estimate, !ari-
ance, variance reduction, average and standard deviation of
the total number of dots per repetition, and print a grand
summary.
^/ 9
1Type messages and read
input at the tarsinal
	 SAei^S
Open the ground truth data
file and compute its small 	 Call CtMPCS to initialize
grain proportion	 cluster map read













number of dots used








































C---- PROGRAM A17 (A90.TSK) n PROPORTION ESTIMATE OF SMALL GRAIN
C----- USING NON—BAYESIAN SEQUENTIAL DOT ALLOCATION










C	 READING INPUT FROM TERMINAL
C
WRITE(3,121)
121 FORMAT( PROGRAM: Al? (A90.TSK).'
K	 r' PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAIN'
DOT ALLOCATION IS NON—BAYESIAN SEQUENTIAL .'
*	 r' LABELLING IS NON—BAYESIAN SEQ MAJORITY RULE.'





131 FORMAT( AN ASSIGNMENT OF PSEUDORANDOM DOTS IS A REPETITION RUN'
*	 r' HOW MANY REPETITION RUNS? SEED FOR FIRST PSEUDO SEQ?'
A	 r' HOW MANY PRINTINGS OF INDIVIDUAL RIMS?'
*	 /' III VIII III')
READ(7,132)JV,JSEED,JPAGE







141 FORMAT(' --- NOTICE THAT NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED IN EACH',
' REPETITION MAY VARY ---'/







1S1 FORMAT(' STATUS MESSAGES ON TERMINAL, HOW MANY?'/' III')




181	 FOF'MAT(//' CLUSTER FILE GIVFIV - ',13A1,
*	 /' NO. OF REPETITION RL14S FOR EACH TOTDOT =',I3,
" THE FIRST REPETITION RUN STARTS WITH SEED = ',16)
C














REPRODUCIBILITY OF lT iE
ORIGINAL PA	 P
c
OPEN (UNIT-1,NAME-NAME,TYPE90LD',FORM- ' FORMATTED',
* READONLY,ACCESS- ' DIRECT')
CALL CLMPLC (NLINE,NCOL)
C






IF.(JFLAG . EQ.1) WRITE (6.321 )NAME,P
321 FOF1"AT( ' 1T,10X. ' A000RACY ACCESSEMENT SOF'TWRRE ( S-?_9-79)',/,2X.
'PROGRAM Al? (A90:TSK ) z
 ESTIMATION OF SMALL GRAINS PROPORTION'
* /,iSX,'DOT ALLOCATION :tION-BAYESIAN SEQUENTIAL +'
*	 /,15X.'DOT LABELI_ING I NON-BAYESIAN SEQ MAJORITY RULE.'
INPUT CLUSTER MAP I5 FILE ',15A1,
/,10X,' PROPORTIOtIAL ESTIMATE FOR GROUND TRUTH IS',F8.S)
IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6,322)J,JSEED
322 FORMAT(/,2X.' --- RhPETITION RUN-1,I3,
*	 ' RANDOM DOT SEQUENCE STARTS WITH',189' ---')
CALL RAN5T(JSEED)
CALL SAENBS(NDOT(J), PSG (J))
JMES-JMES+1
IF(JMES.LE.tA"IES) WRITE(8,323)J,JSEED,NDOT(J),PSG(J)





C----- PRINT GRAND SUMMARY FOR THIS JOB
WRITE(6,321)NAME,P
WRITE(6,371)JU,JS
371 FORMAT(/,14X,' --- GRAND SUMMARY OF THIS JOB --
*	 /,14X,'	 NO. OF REPETITION RUNS =',13,
1,14X,' RANDOM DOTS START WITH SEED-',I69/
+10X,'REPETITION PSEDUO SEQ DOT SMALL GRAIN BIAS',/,
	
10X,'	 RUN	 SEED	 ASSIGNED ESTIMATE WRT G.T.')





















iF(JV. GT . 1) VM- (UM-AM**2)*,JV/(JV i)
UM-SQRTtVM)
AVERG-PB+P
I F (JQ. ELI. 1) VAR. , PM-PB**2
IF( JU. GT . 1) VAR- (PM-PB*.*2)*:JV%'(JV-1)
C--- - COMPUTE VARIANCE REDUCTION
RR-PM/'( P*(1.-P)/AM )
REDVAR-VAR/( P*(1.-P)/AM )
WRITE(6,38S)PB, FM, RP, AVERG, VAR * REDVAR, AM,VM
'385	 FORMAT(/'	 BIAS-',F10.6,'	 M.G.E.=',Fl0.6,' REDUCTION=',F'10.6,
/' AVERAGE-',F10.6,' VARIANCE-' F10.E.,' REDUCTION ,F10.6.














C----- STRATIFIED AREAL ESTIMATION USING NON—BAYESIAN
C------ SEGIUENTIAL DOT ALLOCATION WITH MIORITY RULE LABELLING.
C----- ON RETURN, THE PROPORTIONAL ESTIMATE IS IN PSG;
	 AND THE
_ C--- — TOTAL NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED IS IN NDOT.
C




INTEGER ' 114S (2, S i )
_ INTEGER*4 NSG


































	--- DOT FILE ---'
CLUSTER	 DOT NUMBER POSITION GROUND TRUTH
*	 TEST INTERVRL'
NO.	 WRT ITS CLUSTER LINE+COL RAW,CODE'
'	 LOWER	 UPPER')
C















REPROD UCMILITy OE THE
ORIGINAL PAr r T Pnr)R
C
C---- TERMINATE DOT ASSIGNING IF ARRAY OVERFLOW IS ANT I C I PATER
251	 IF(JFLAG.EQ.1) WRITE(6.253)NDCT
?_53 FORMAT(' DOTS ASSIGNED :1 ,I4,' 0AY CRUSE ARRAY OVERFLOW,',
*	 ' ALLOCATION TERMINATED. )
255 CONTINUE
C
C-•-	 END OF NCB{-BAYES I AN SEC MAJORITY RLLE DOT ALLOCATION
C
C----- WRITE CLUSTER INFORMATION
IF(JFLAG.EQ.i) WRITE( 6,282 )NDOT,NPIXEL.M;<
'-182 FORMAT(:i,SX,'	 TOTAL. NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED =',16,
t,SX,' TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER MAP -',IE,
/,SX,'	 TOTAL NO. OF CLUSTERS -',I69
3 .10X,' CLUSTER CLUSTER NO. OF NO. OF DOTS'
>,10X,'	 NO. ,








223 CONT I NUE
e_24	 FORMAT(13X,I2,5X,14,3X,I694X,I3, ?X,I2,'-',I2, 1X.A4)








2^W FORMAT(-/ 1 L THOSE SMALLER CLUSTERS GROUPED (AS CLUSTER1,I3,




















C- ---- f 4ON-BAYES I AN SED MAJOR I TY RULE
C----- THIS ROUTINE ASSIGN A DOT OR MORE TO
L----- CLUSTER K1 f4CCORDING TO A NON-8AYESIAN CEO MAJORITY RULE.
C----- ON RETURN, NN(K1) CONTAINS THE NO. OF DOTS ASSIGNED
r- ------ DURING THIS CALL.
C----- ISG=1, ON RETURN, MEANS SMALL GRAIN LABEL IS OSSIGNED TO
C----- THE CURRENT (K1) CLUSTER, IF ISG=0, NOT SMALL GRAINN
C------ NDARY= DOT ARRAY FOR THE CURRENT CLUSTER
C------- MM- ARRAY CONTAINING CLUSTER SIZES
C -- NN- ARRAY CONTAINING CLUSTERS' NO. OF ASSIGNED DOTS
C----- N'-{ = ARRAY CONTAINING CLUSTERS' NO. OF SHALL GRAIN DOTS
C----- LL= ARRAY CONTAINING CLUSTERS' CLASS NHHMF.,
C----	 JUST FOR USE IN SUB. CLMPXY




















122 FORMAT(' FOR CLUSTER'9I3,' DOT ASSIGNMENT TERMINATED',























C----- NON--BAYESIAN SEC! CLUSTER LHBELLING
TX=NX(K1)
TN•-NN(K1)






371	 FORMAT(3X,I2,8X,I6,6X,2I4, 1X,I4,IS, 1X,A4+ 2F9.4)
C---- CONT I NUE DOT ASSIGNMENT UNTIL ALL INITIAL DOTS ARE DONE
IF(NN,K1).LT.INIDOT) GOTO 121
C----- CONTINUE DOT ASSIGNMENT UNTIL THE CRITERIA IS NOT SATISFIED
IF( (O.S.GT.TL).AND.(O.S.LT.TU) ) GOTO 121















14. A06: THE UTILITY PACKAGE
The utility package consists of.the subroutines CLMPCS, GETDOT,::.
GTMPLB, MR, and LBLITP. Subroutine CLMPCS and its entries CLMPXY
and CLMPCC read the cluster map from its disk file. Subroutine
GETDOT chooses pixels from clusters and assigns them as dots.
Subroutine GTMPLB reads the ground truth map from its disk file.
Subroutine MR finds a majority label for a group of labels. Sub-
routine LBLITP interprets a given label as small grain or other
and increments a counter if the label is small grain. Each sub-
routine is discussed in one of the subsections following. The
discussion includes the purpose and entry points of the subroutine,
its linkages and interfaces, its inputs and outputs, the storage
requirements, and a description of the operation of the subroutine.
The listing for the entire utility subroutines package is given
as the last subsection.
14.1 CLMPCS
The subroutine CLMPCS and its entries read the cluster map. This
subroutine has three entry points:
CLMPCS — to read the cluster map and return cluster sizes and
numbers
CLMPXY — to return the x,y position of the jth pixel of the ith
cluster
CLMPCC — to set the size of the input cluster map
14.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram.
14.1.2 INTERFACES




input to the subroutine consists of the cluster map, named as
*.STP, the file output by the A86 processor.
Calling sequences CALL CLMPCS(NPIXEL,M,MM,LL)
Parameter Tie Dimension In/Out Definition
NPIXEL I*2 1 Out Total number of pixels in
this map
M I*2 1 Out Total number of clusters
MM I*2 Variable Out Array containing sizes of
all clusters
LL I*2 Variable Out Array containing the clusters'
numbers (the first cluster
is 1, second 2, etc.)
Entry calling sequences CALL CLMPXY(I,J,NL,NC,LL)
Parameter Type Dimension In Out Definition
I I*2 1 In The cluster ith in consideration
1 I*2 1 In The jth pixel of the ith
cluster
NL I*2 1 Out Line number of that pixel
NC I*2 1 Out Column number of that pixel
LL I*2 Variable In Array containing the clusters'
numbers
Entry calling sequences CALL CLMPLC(LL1,LC1)
Parameter Type Dimension In/Out	 Definition
LL1	 I*2	 1	 In	 Total line number of the
cluster map
1.2k
LC1	 I*2	 1	 In	 Total column number of the
cluster map
14.1.4 OUTPUTS
Vs results are returned for use by the calling routine.
14.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subroutine requires a fair amount of storage.
14.1.6 DESCRIPTION
When CLMPCS is called, it reads, line by line, the entire cluster
map and determines the number of clusters and their sizes. Next,
it sets up an internal table that indicates the number of pixels
of cluster i in line 1, for all clusters i and lines Z. This
table will later be referenced to determine the x,y position of
a pixel of a cluster.
When CLMPXY is called, it searches through the internal table that
was set up when CLMPCS was called. The table immediately gives
the line number of pixel j of cluster i. Next CLMPXY reads in
the line from the cluster map, and, by pixel-to-pixel comparison,
it gives the column number of that pixel.
When CLMPLC is called, the cluster map size is set to that speci-
fied by the calling arguments, even when the actual cluster map
is larger than that indicated by those arguments.
14.2 GETDOT
The subroutine GETDOT selects pseudorandomly with uniform proba-
bility a pixel from a group of pixels (cluster). This subroutine
has two entry points:




RANST — to skip some pseudorandom numbers so that the pseudoran-
dom sequence will be different
14.2.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the RAN subprogram.
14.2.2 INTERFACES
The GETDOT subroutine interfaces with other routines through the
calling arguments.
14.2.3 INPUTS
Calling sequences CALL GETDOT(NP,L,NDARY,IX)
Parameter Type Dimension I Out	 Definition
NP	 I*2	 1	 In	 Total number of dots in the
cluster of interest
L	 I*2	 1	 In	 Lth dot is requested (i.e.,
L - 1 dots exist in the dot
array)
NDARY	 I*2 Variable In/Out Dot array (all L - 1 dots are
in ascending order)
IX	 I*2	 1	 Out The selected pixel (now
called dot)
Entry calling sequence: CALL RANST USTART)
Parameter Type Dimension In Out	 Definition
ISTART	 I*2	 1	 In	 Number of pseudorandom num-
bers to be skipped
14.2.4 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
1 4j3e
14.2.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subroutine requires small storage.
14.2.6 DESCRIPTION
_	 Depending on L, the subprogram GETDOT computes the number of free
pixels available: it is (NP - L + 1). Using the system pseudoran-
dom number generator (RAN), a number between 0 and 1 is obtained
and then scaled to between 1 and (NP - L + 1). If there are no
previously selected dots (i.e., L - 1), then the scaled number is
the pixel number of the selected dot. However, if L > 1, then
the subroutine needs to adjust the scaled number by referring to
dots in the dot array. Since the dots are present in ascending
order, the insertion of the new dot can be done in an orderly
fashion, starting with the first dot in the dot array.
14.3 GT^
The subroutine GTMPLB returns the label of a pixel (given its
x,y position) by reading the ground truth map.
14.3.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram.
14.3.2 INTERFACES
The GT`iPLB subroutine interfaces with other routines through the
calling arguments.
14.3.3 INPUTS
Input to the subroutine consists of the ground truth map, named




Calling sequences CALL GTMPLB(NL,NC,LABEL)
Parameter Tyke Dimension Injout Definition
NL I*2 1 In Line number of the pixel
NC I*2 1 In Column number of the pixel
LABEL Byte 1 Out The label of the pixel
14.3.4 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
14.3.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subroutine requires small storage.
14.3.6 DESCRIPTION
Since the ground truth map stripped by processor A81 is directly
accessible by Fortran, all that is receded to read in a line is
just a simple READ statement. After a line has been read into
a buffer, the label of the pixel can easily be picked up.
14.4 MR
The subroutine MR returns a majority rule label for a group of
labels.
14.4.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram.
14.4.2 INTERFACES




Calling sequence: CALL MR(IG,NG,LABEL,JI,JG,LGi
Parameter	 Type Dimension I	 Out Definition
IG Byte Variable In Array containing the group
of labels
NG I*2 1 In Dimension of IG
LABEL Byte 1 Out The fou:zd majority rule label
J1 I*2 1 Out Number of different labels
in IG
JG Byte Variable Out Array storing those different
labels (dimensioned as Jl)
LG I*2 Variable Out Numbers of the labels in JG
(dimensioned as Jl )
14.4.4 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
14.4.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subroutine requires small storage.
14.4.6 DESCRIPTION
The subroutine MR scans
stores the different la
and stores these counts
m,reatest count. If two
first will be selected.
the input a:_rz.y IG in ascending order,
bels in JG, counts the number of each label
in LG, and selects the label with the
labels have that count, the one appearing
14.5 LBLITP
The subroutine LBLITP interprets a raw ground truth label and
increments a counter if the label is a small grain.
4;3
14.5.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram.
14.5.2 INTERFACES
The LBLITP subroutine interfaces with other routines through the
calling arguments.
14.5.3 INPUTS
Ca"ing sequence: CALL LBLITP(LABEL,LBI,IP)
Parz,%eter Type Dimension In/Out	 Definition
LABEL	 Byte	 1	 In	 The input raw ground truth
label
LB1	 I*2	 1	 Out The crop code of the label
IP	 I*2	 1	 In/Out The counter to be incremented
if the label is a small grain
14.5.4 OUTPUTS
Th-: results are returned for use by the calling routine.
14.5.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subroutine requires small storage.
14.5.6 DESCRIPTION
The crop code of the label is computed as LB1 = LABEL + 128. The
counter IP is incremented if any one of the following is true:
a. 1 < LB1 < 62
b. 99 < LB1 < 104
c. LB1 = 109
d. 124 < LB1 < 129
e. LB1 = 134
1
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14.6 LISTING
C------ IN PROGRAM A06.FTN= THE UTILITY PACKAGE
C----- THIS CONTAIN, ALL ESSENTIAL SUBROUTINES FOR AA SOFTWARE
C•------- PREPARED DURING SPRING, 1979. FOR R, T. E USUAGE.
C
C------ DIRECT—ACCESS (I.E. RANDOM ACCESS) TO CLUSTER MAP
C—•---:-- AND GROUND TRUTH MAP IS EMPLOYED.
C--°-- THEY SHOULD BE THE STRIPPED VERSIONS CREATED BY





I	 C------ ROUT I Nr'ES TO READ CLUSTER MAP
'	 C
C	 ENM
C	 CLMPCS ---- READ CLUSTER MAP AND RETURN CLUSTER SIZES AND NO.
_C	 CLMPXY ---- GET JTH PIXEL OF I TH CLUSTER, RETURN X,Y POSITION










C-----•- ElTrER I N:a LLMF CS : I . 1 NL trLurSl ER S l'LE.S HND Nu.
C
C








































99131 FORMAT' LL-1 ► 12IS)
C




















C--- •--- END OF CLMPCS
r_-
r_




C----- LOOK THROUGH TABLE II1(L,K) TO FIND LINE NO.
DO 411 NL=I,NLINE
IF(IIi(NL,I).GE.J) COTO 451
411 CONT I NL'H
4S1 CONTINUE_C




461 CONT I WE
C













99751 FORMAT(' 997S1*** 	 I,J,NL,NC-',6IS)
GOTO 990
C
C----- ENTERING CLMPLC ,
 TO SET SIZE OF CLUSTER MAP IN CONSIDERATION
c

















C-------- FROM A POOL OF (NP-L+i) PIXELS. THIS ROUTINE
C------ PROVIDES A DOT BASED ON UNIFORM PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION.
C-----• THE DOT WILL BE CORRECTLY INSERTED AMONG PREVIOUS GENERATED
C------ DOTS.
C----- NP- TOTAL NO. OF PIXEL IN THE CLUSTER OF INTEREST
C-----•- L- L TH DOT IS REQUESTED
C------ NDARY IS THE ARRAY CONTAINING ALL (L-1) DOTS ( ASCENDING ORDER)





C------ GENERATE RANDOMLY THE DOT'S PIXEL NUMBER




39201 FORMAT(' IN GETDOT, L.X.IX-'.I4.F7.3.I4)
C















C------ INSERT THE NEW DOT INTO THE ARRAY













C----- SETTING STARTING OF RAND011 NUMBER GENERHTOR^













C----- TO FIND THE LABEL ON THE COMPRESSED GROUND TRUTH (IN *.STP)



















C------ IG, MEN ENTERS, CONTAIN NG LABELS
C----- ON RETURN, LABEL WILL CENTAIN THE FIRST LABEL
C----- BY MAJORITY RULE
C----- ALSO, ON RETURN, •J1 WILL CONTAIN NO. OF DIFFERENT LABELS FOUND

























^^----- CHOOSE THE MAJORITY LABEL
MAX-0
DO 281 1-1,J1










C------ INTERPRETATE A RAW LABEL (ONE BYTE LONG) AND RETURN
r------ CODE IN 1.131 (INTEGER). IP IS INCREMENTED BY ONE IF
















15. EXAMPLE OF OPERATING PROCEDURE
All programs are written for an interactive environment but execu-
tion in batch is also possible. When a program begins execution,
guide messages will appear on the terminal and inputs are expected
to be keyed in. Most messages contain a format specification:
"A" indicates alphanumeric characters are expected, "I" an integer
expected, and "F" a floating point number. The format field is
indicated by the length of a ..hain of characters on the terminal.
Those keyed-in characters not underneath the format field will be
ignored. To run any program, just type, after MCR>, "RUN (the
program's name)" and hit the ESC key.
Suppose an analyst desires to test a cluster map 100519101.DT2
against the Bayesian dot allocation scheme with adaptive prior.
Suppose the ground truth map is initially in 100577278.GT0. The
analyst needs to execute three jobs.
1. To strip the cluster map
F'F'CJG,PW-1 F41 I r.Fi8t..1'3v .) . TO `:1'F' I P R GL.0 ,37 EP t4PP F I LE.
INPUT  iY Lt STEP t'iHF' FILE HF01F .
H ►^riHHr+H^+r+HHf.H
101:5191111. DT
20 LINE:_ 1.*11TEH UI'+
40LIt'iE': ItIPIT1EH ON
E , U L I 1'4E • WP 111 E t•1 ON 1 1) i b 191 1 1 1	 1 F'
J0 LIt'1E;: WPIITEN [.H IOi.j`-1`74101.Z1. P
1i)ii L1H :: 11+111EN UH 1(1k.15191 kit. "1F'
TPIPPE1 MFIP OF ` I -, E 117 L INF:' I-','1 1'- 6 C-Ok.': F'F11I1i_r:111 1N 10 ki. .V-±1 IJi . ."I P
(1E_ : j ^:L iJ:: TEN MHP PL..E.M: E . 10 ; 1 OP q _t! :'. T T)'F • r' : 'TIIF'
FF'U^:F'Nt'1 H11 ^:A;=; ► .'f:^:F:.±. TO ':TF'IF' N	 Moir' FILE.
INPUT  C;E..t!::T'E F' P1HF' FILE t •1HOE .
RHHHHHHHHHHHH
F18ti,	 --	 _ T CIF'
139
2.	 To strip a ground truth map
MC:R> RUN Hsi $
PRObRRM: H 1 0 ( AS 1. T U 7. 70 REVOC:E. GROUND TGI 1TH
PESOLU) ION. OUTPUT IN STRIPPED FUPMHT
1YPE 6PLIUN11 TRUTH FILE. NAME
►^NFitiiF+HAHtiAFIHN
10057 278. GTO
GPOI ^tID TRUTH FILE FROM 10057 7 278. GT O
LHBEL BY MH,. 0l	 11Y PULL... EXEC:U -1 ION BEG I W ... WH 1 1
20 LINES 41PITTEN ON 1005.5iTP
40 L.1NEB: WR ITTEN ON 10QL5.STP
6U L111ES I.dk:ITTEN Ott iC^05. :TP
8 11	 LINE':-, '.	 1AR11 TEN Ohl 1 U05.:STP
100 LINES WRITTEN ON 1005.STP
STRIPPED MAP OF SIZE 117 LINES	 BY	 196	 LT1L:::.:	 PPODIU_ E.11	 IN	 1 1 J i!.`_-. `.::1 F'
NEXT GkOUND TRUTH MAP
RR0GPAM: H1 Q 481. T:":K) .
RESOLUTION. OUTPUT IN
TYPE GROUNI►




PLEASE. TO SIOPF .JI_,:-':T TYPE STOF
TO REDUCE GROUND T PI..iT H
::=:TF' I PF'ED FORMAT
NAME.
3. To run the Bayesian dot allocation
There are two choices:
a. Interactive — just type, after MCR>, "RUN AOI.TSK$(ESC key),"
and then answer the questions.
b. Batch — submit a batch job with the following cards.






All program sources (Fortran), object files, and task files can
be accessed from UIC = (131,1) on the Image Processor (PDP 11/45)
in JSC Building 17.
jf0
APPENDIX A
SUBPROGRAMS OF A81: TO STRIP A GROUND-TRUTH MAP
A.1 MR6
The subprogram MR6 determines a majority rule label for a group
of six labels.
A.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram. It is called by
the MAIN program, A81.
A.1.2 INTERFACES
The MR6 subprogram interfaces with other routines through the
calling arguments.
A.1.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL MR6(IG,LABEL)
Parameter Type Dimension In Out
	
Definition
IG	 Byte	 6	 In	 Array containing the six
labels
LABEL	 Byte	 1	 Out	 The chosen majority rule
label
A.1.4 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
A.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS




The subprogram MR6 scans the input array IG in ascending order,
counts the number of identical labels, and selects the label with
the greatest count. If two labels have that count, the one
appearing first will be selected.
A.1.7 LISTING




SUBPROGRAMS OF A82: PROPORTIONAL DOT ALLOCATION
B.1 SAE
The subprogram SAE computes a proportion estimate using propor-
tional dot allocation.
B.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS, GETDOT, GTMPLB, and LBLITP sub-
programs. It is called by the MAIN program, A82.
B.1.2 INTERFACES
The SAE subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
B.1.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL SAE(NDOT,PSG)
Parameter Type Dimension In/Out
NDOT	 I*2	 1	 In
PSG	 R*4	 1	 Out
Definition





The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
B.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
B.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAE, see section 5.`..
1*3
B.1.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 5.6.
B.1.8 LISTING





SUBPROGRAMS OF A83t PROPORTIONAL DOT ALLOCATION,
MAJORITY RULE LABELING
C.1 SAEMR
The subprogram SAEMR computes a proportion estimate using propor-
tional dot allocation and majority rule labeling.
C.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the GETDOT, CLMPCS, GTMPLB, LBLITP, and MR
subprograms. It is called by the MAIN program, A83.
C.1.2 INTERFACES
The SAEMR subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
C.1.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL SAEMR(NDOT,PSG).







Total number of dots to
be allocated





The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
C.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
C.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAM, see section 6.1.
C.1.7 FLOW CHAD
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 6.6.
C.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 6.7.
/or.
APPENDIX D
SUBPROGRAMS OF A84: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(UNIFORM PRIOR)
D.1 SAEB1
The subprogram SAEB1 computes a proportion estimate using Bayesian
dot allocation (uniform prior). This subprogram has two entry
points:
SAEB1 — to compute an estimate
INIT1 — to set the number of initial dots
D.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS,, GETDOT, CLMPXY, GTMPLB, and LBLITP
subprograms. It is called by the MAIN program, A84.
D.1.2 INTERFACES
The SAEB1 subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
D.1.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL SAEB1(MAXDOT,PSG)
Parameter Type Dimension In Out Definition
MAXDOT I*2 1 In Maximum number of dots to
be assigned
PSG R*2 Variable Out The proportion estimate
for small grain
Entry calling sequence: 	 CALL INIT1(NNIT)
Parameter TTe Dimension in Out Definition
KNIT I*2 1 In Number of initial dots to





The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
D.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
D.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAEB1, see section 7.1.
D.1.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 7.6.
D.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 7.7.
.,P4^Of
APPENDIX E
SUBPROGRAMS OF A85: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(NO PRIOR)
E.1 SAEB2
The subprogram SAEB2 computes a proportion estimate using Bayesian
dot allocation (no prior). This subroutine has two entry points:
SAEB2 — to compute an estimate
INIT2 — to set the number of initial dots
E.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS, GETDOT, CLMPXY, GTMPLB, and LBLITP
subprograms. It is called by the MAIN program, A85.
E.1.2 INTERFACES















Entry calling sequence: INIT2(NNIT)
Parameter Type Dimension In/Out 	 Definition
NNIT	 I*2	 1	 In	 Number of initial dots to




The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
E.1.5 STORAGE REQU"-MEMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
E.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAEB2, see section 8.1.
E.1.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 8.6.
E.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 8.7.
/5^
APPENDIX F
SUBPROGRAMS OF A87: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(QUADRATIC PRIOR)
F.1 SAEB3
The subprogram SAEB3 computes a proportion estimate using Bayesian
dot allocation (quadratic prior). This subprogram has two entry
points:
SAEB3 — to compute an estimate
INIT3 — to set the number of initial dots
F.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS, GETDOT, CLMPXY, GTMPLB, TH1, and
LBLITP subprograms. It is called by the MAIN program, A87.
F.1.2 INTERFACES
The SAEB3 subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
F.1.3	 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL SAEB3(MAXDOT,PSG)
Parameter	 Type Dimension In/Out Definition
MAXDOT	 I*2 1 In Maximum number of dots to
be assigned
PSG	 R* 2 Variable Out The proportion estimate
for small grain
Entry calling sequence: CALL INIT3(NNIT)
Parameter	 Type Dimension In/Out Definition
KNIT	 I * 2 1 In Number of initial dots to




The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
F.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
F.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAEB3, see section 9.1.
F.1.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 9.6.
F.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 9.7.
F.2 TH1
The subprogram TH1 computes an estimate 8 (n,x) for use in connec-
tion with Bayesian dot allocation (quadratic prior).
F.2.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram. It is called by
subprogram SAEB3.
F.2.2 INTERFACES





Parameter Type Dimension Ir. Out	 Definition
N	 I*2	 1	 In	 Number of dots assigned
NX	 I*2	 1	 In	 Number of small-grain dots
assigned
F.2.4 OUTPUTS
The function's value is returned.
F.2.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires small storage.
F.2.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram TH1, see section 9.1.
F.2.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 9.6.
F.2.8. LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 9.7.
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APPENDIX G
SUBPROGRAMS OF A89: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(MODIFIED QUADRATIC PRIOR)
G.1 SAEB4
The subprogram SAEB4 computes a proportion estimate using Bayesian
dot allocation (modified quadratic prior). This subprogram has
two entry points:
SAEB4 — to compute an estimate
INIT4 — to set the number of initial dots
G.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS, GETDOT, CLMPXY, GTMPLB, TH2, and
LBLITP subprograms. It is called by the MAIN program, A89.
G.1.2 INTERFACES
The SAEB4 subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
G.1.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL SAEB4(MAXDOT,PSG)
Parameter Type Dimension In/out Definition
MAXDOT I*2 1 In Maximum number of dots to
be assigned
PSG R*2 Variable Out The proportion estimate
for small grain
Entry calling sequence:	 CALL INIT4(NNIT)
Parameter Type Dimension In/Out Definition
NNIT I*2 1 In Number of initial dots to




The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
G.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
G.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAEB4, see section 10.1.
G.1.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 10.6.
G.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 10.7.
G.2 TH2
The subprogram TH2 computes an estimate 6 (n,x) for use in connec-
tion with Bayesian dot allocation (modified quadratic prior). It
has two entries:
TH2 — return the value of the f-lnction
TH2PAR — to set the parameters a, b, c
G.2.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram. It is called by
Subprogram SAEB4.
G.2.2 INTERFACES




Parameter Type Dimension In Out Definition
N I*2 1 In Number of dots assigned
NX I*2 1 In Number of small-grain dots
assigned
Entry calling sequence:	 CALL TH2PAR(AX,BX,CX)
Parameter Type Dimension In Out Definition
AX R*4 1 In Set parameter a to value
in AX
BX R*4 1 In Set parameter b to value
in BX
CX R*4 1 In Set parameter c to value
in CX
G.2.4 OUTPUTS
The function's value is returned.
G.2.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires small storage.
G.2.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram TH2, see section 10.1. The entry
point TH2PAR provides a means of modifying the parameters a, b,
c, which are initially set to a = 6, b = -7.877, and c = 2.9345.
G.2.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 10.6.
G.2.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 10.7.
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APPENDIX H
SUBPROGRAMS OF A91: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION
(ADAPTIVE PRIOR)
H.1 SAEBS
The subprogram SAEBS computes a proportion estimate using Bayesian
dot allocation (adaptive prior). This routine has two entry
points:
SAEBS — to compute an estimate
INIT5 — to set the number of initial dots
H.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS, GETDOT, CLMPXY, GTMPLB, TH3, and
LBLITP subprograms. It is called by the MAIN program, A91.
H.1.2 INTERFACES
The SAEBS subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
H.1.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL SAEBS(MAXDOT,PSG)
Parameter Type Dimension In/Out Definition
MAXDOT I*2 1 In Maximum number of dots to
be assigned
PSG R*2 Variable Out The proportion estimate
for small grain
Entry calling sequence:	 CALL INITS(NNIT)
Parameter Type Dimension In &.at Definition
NNIT I * 2 1 In Number of initial dots to
be assigned to each cluster
'!I%^/.1J
H.1.4 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
H.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
H.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAEB5, see section 11.1.
H.1.7. FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 11.6.
H.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 11.7.
H.2 TH3
The subprogram TH3 computes an estimate 8 (n,x) for use in connec-
tion with Bayesian dot allocation (adaptive prior). It has four
entries;
TH3 — to return the value of the function
TH3PAR — to set the parameters a, b, c, for the quadratic
prior
SETEP — to set the parameter a for the exponential prior
SETPRI — to select the prior
H.2.1 LINKAGES
This routine does not call any other subprogram. It is called by
subprogram SAEB5.
H.2.2 INTERFACES







Parameter	 Type Dimension In Out Definition
N	 I*2 1 In Number of dots assigned
NX	 I*2 1 In Number of small-grain dots
assigned
Entry calling sequence:	 CALL TH3PAR(AX,BX,CX)
Parameter	 Type Dimension In Out Definition
AX	 R*4 1 In Set parameter a to value
in AX
BX	 R*4 l In Set parameter b to value
in BX
CX	 R*4 1 In Set parameter c to value
in CX
Entry calling sequence:	 CALL SETEP (ALPHA)
Parameter	 Type Dimension In Out Definition
ALPHA	 R*4 1 In Set parameter a to value
in ALPHA
Entry calling sequence:	 CALL SETPRI(JFPR)
Parameter	 Type Dimension In/Out Definition
JFPR	 1 * 2 1 In Prior select:
1 — quadratic prior
2 — exponential prior
H.2.4 OUTPUTS
The function's value is returned.
H.2.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires small storage.
H.2.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram TH3, see section 11.1. The abil-
ity of the processor to select one prior (quadratic) or the other
(exponential) at any instant coaxes from this subprogram, TH3. By
calling SETPRI before using the function TH3 1 one can switch from
one prior to the other. Notice that for quadratic prior, the
parameters are initially set as follows: a - 6, b - -7.677,
c - 2.9345. For the exponential prior, the parameter a is not
initially set to any value. The calling program must set a by
calling SETEP(ALPHA) before using the function.
H.2.7 FLAW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 11.6.
H.2.8 LISTING




SUBPROGRAMS OF ASS: BAYESIAN DOT ALLOCATION,
MAJORITY RULE LABELING
I.1 SAEHMR
The subprogram SAE 	 computes a proportion estimate using
Bayesian dot allocation and majority rule labeling.
I.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS and BMR1 subprograms. It is called
by the MAIN program, ASS.
1.1.2 INTERFACES
The subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
I.1.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence; CALL SAEBMR(NDOT,PSG)
Parameter Type Dimension 1n Out 	 Definition
NDOT	 1*2	 1	 Out
	
Total number of dots that
are allocated





The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
1.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS





For a description of subprogram SAEBMR, see section 12.1. This
subroutine uses the subroutine BMR1 (which in turn uses subroutine
BMRSUP) to achieve the computation of the estimate.
Subroutine SAEBMR is the executive routine to drive the rest of
the routines.
I.1.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 12.6.
I.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 12.7.
I.2 BMR1
The subprogram BMR1 returns a small -grain or non-small-grain
label for a cluster.
I.2.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the BMRSUP subprogram. It is called by sub-
program SAEBMR.
I.2.2 INTERFACES
The subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRT.FLG.
I.2.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL BMR1 ( ISG,NS,NDARY,KI,MM,NN,LL,M)
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Parameter	 Type	 Dimension In/Out Definition
ISG	 I*2	 1 Out Small-grain indicator:
1 — yes, 0 — no
NS	 I*2	 2 Out Split of small-grain and
non-small-grain dots
MARY	 I*2	 Variable In/Out Dot array
K1	 I*2	 1 In The kth cluster the dots
will be allocated to
MM	 I*2	 Variable In Array containing sizes of
all clusters
NN	 I*2	 Variable In/Out Array containing numbers
of dots assigned to all
clusters
LL	 I*2	 Variable In Array containing the clus-
ters' numbers (the first
cluster is 1, second
cluster is 2, etc.)
M	 I*2	 1 In Total number of clusters
I.2.4	 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
I.2.5	 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires small storage.
I.2.6	 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram BMR1, see section 12.1.	 This
routine serves as a middleman between the executive subroutine
SAEBMR and the workhorse routine BMRSUP. If the user wants to




The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 12.6.
I.2.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 12.7.
I.3 BMRSUP
The subprogram BMRSUP performs the essential function of dot
assignment and determination of the small-grain and non-small-
grain split.
I.3.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the GETDOT, GTMPLP, and LBLITP subprograms.
It is called by subprogram BMR1.
I.3.2 INTERFACES
The subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
I.3.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL BMRSUP(JDOT,NS,MR,NDARY,KOLD,MM,NN,LL,M)
Parameter Type Dimension In/Out	 Definition
JDOT	 I*2	 1	 In	 Number of dots requested
to be assigned
NS I*2 2 Out
MR I*2 1 In/Out
NDARY	 I*2	 Variable
	 In/Out
KOLD	 I*2	 1	 In
Split of small-grain and
non-small-grain dots
Majority indicator:
1 — small grain
2 — other
Dot array
The kth cluster the dots
will be allocated to
,1-1"'
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Parameter Type Dimension In Out
	
Definition
MM	 I*2	 Variable	 In	 Array containing sizes of
all clusters
NN	 I*2	 Variable	 In/Out Array containing numbers of
dots assigned to all clus-
ters
LL	 I*2	 Variable	 In	 Array containing the clus-
ters' numbers (the first
cluster is 1, second 2,
etc.)
M	 I*2	 1	 In	 Total number of clusters
1.3.4 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
I.3.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
I.3.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram BMRSUP, see section 12.1. The
subroutine BMRSUP is the workhorse of the entire program A88; it
assigns dots and determines labels.
I.3.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 12.6.
I.3.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 12.7.
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APPENDIX J
SUBPROGRAMS OF A90: NON-BAYESIAN SEQUENTIAL DOT ALLOCATION,
MAJORITY RULE LABELING
J.1 SAENBS
The subprogram SAENBS computes a proportion estimate using non
Bayesian sequential dot allocation and majority rule labeling.
J.1.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the CLMPCS and NBSMR subprograms. It is
called by the MAIN program, A90.
J.1.2 INTERFACES

















The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
J.1.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
/GG
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J.1.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram SAENBS, see section 13.1. This
subroutine uses NBSMR to achieve the computation of the estimate.
J.1.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 13.6.
J.1.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 13.7.
J.2 NBSMR
The subprogram NBSMR assigns dots to a cluster according to non-
Bayesian sequential majority rule.
J.2.1 LINKAGES
This routine calls the GETDOT, CLMPXY, GTMPLB, and LBLITP sub-
programs. :t is called by subprogram SAENBS.
J.2.2 INTERFACES
The subprogram interfaces with other routines through common
block PRTFLG.
J.2.3 INPUTS
Calling sequence: CALL NBSMR(ISG,NS,NDARY,KI,MM,NN,LL,NX,M)
Parameter Type Dimension In/Out Definition
ISG I*2 1 Out Small-grain indicator:
1 — yes, 0 — no
NS I*2 2 Out Split of small-grain and
non-small-grain dots
MARY I*2 Variable In/Out Dot array
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Parameter Type Dimension In Out Definition
K1 I*2 1 In The kth cluster the dots
will be assigned to
MM I*2 Variable In Array containing sizes of
all clusters
NN I*2 Variable In/Out Array containing numbers
of dots assigned to all
clusters
LL I*2 Variable In Array containing the clus-
ters' numbers (the first
cluster is 1, second 2,
etc.)
NX I*2 1 In/Out Array containing numbers
of small-grain dots
assigned to the clusters
M I*2 1 In Total number of clusters
Entry calling sequence: CALL INIT(NNIT)




1	 In	 Number of initial dots
desired
J.2.4 OUTPUTS
The results are returned for use by the calling routine.
J.2.5 STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
This subprogram requires a fair amount of storage.
J.2.6 DESCRIPTION
For a description of subprogram NBSMR, see section 13.1. This
subroutine is the workhorse used by subroutine SAENBS to compute
the estimate.
J.2.7 FLOW CHART
The subprogram flow chart is provided in section 13.6.
J.2.8 LISTING
The subprogram listing is provided in section 13.7.
